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Volume CXIV, Issue 7
Building a
: Briapt J McFtllen
Anyone who has been on the
.north side of Lowry Center lately
: - may have noticed a new addition to
the surroundings: a simple three-;jjd- ed
woaden enclosure with cloth
walls and a thatched roof, sur-- ;
rounded by pumpkins, bottles of ci- -:
'.-
- der, and hay, and decorated with
apples and paperchains. This struc-- ".
ture is called a sukkah, built for the
- Jewish holiday of Sukkot, a 3,000-- i
yeatxild remembrance-- f the --40 .
; ; years which the Israelites spent in
the desert --after escaping from sla-ve- ry
in Egypt, as well as a celebra- - :
.tion of the narvest '. '' -
"To more thoroughly explain the !
meaning behind Sukkot, as well as ;
1 conduct the ceremony behind it,
: : Rabbi Seth Riemer and Hillel (an or-- .
;- - ganization of students interested in .
Jewish culture) held a meeting at the'
sukkah at 4 p.m. on Monday. After
.. a blessingras said, as the group sat
in a circle within the. sukkah, the
: wind rippling the cloth walls and the
thatched roof open, exposing those
r inside to whatever the elements;
" wished to unleash, Riemer started
' his talk with the simple words: .
- Can you imagine that we are
: commanded, to ' dwell in this
sukkah? After giving Sukkot's his-tori-cal
basis, Riemer went on to say,
'
--
.This is a holiday celebrating the
- harvest, but through its background,
it also acknowledges homelessness. -
Iib-lif-e eb
Sandra Kozera
-- AppEpximately 200 people at-
tended the23rd annual Ohio Pro-lif-e
Convention held at Grace Brethren -
; Qlurch,casSarurday. In attendance -
'
were speakers including Ohio's State
Treasurer Ken Blackwell, Wayne v
County Representative Ron Amstutz, ;;.
lecturer and media historian L. Brent ;
Bozell, and Ohio's Secretary of State -
' Bob Taft. A number of workshop :.
seminars took place, each focusing on .:
-
V Parents' Weekend occurs
this Friday to Sunday, with
events all weekend. High- - ;
lights include departmental
openhouses, Saturday morn-
ing and a Scot Band serenade
after the football game Satur-
day afternoon. .
suldrali: HIillel educates
up the body of Jewish religjous lit-- -
eraturej; ine mcrue symoouas ?
welcoming speech. t,He noted that
two pillars were under attack by the
pro-choi-ce movement: the central- -.
ity of God in Americans lives and .
the belief that Gdl has no place in
mepiAUclifRTheeyider
he stated, was ihe piesence of ther
picketers outside;i'Blackwell'S
speech received a'standing ovation.
During the question and answer pe--.
,
" please see STUDENTS
PICKET OHIO PRO-LIF- E
, CONVENTION, page 3
V Jo jMarie-Greisgrab- er will
speakrfi "A Covenant for Rich
and Poor Nations?" as part of
the tiay Academy Lecture series
on Wednesday at 7:30 p.rn. in
LeanXecture Hall. :
--
.-
News:- - Line drinking, page 3 . .
Indian mascot called on racism foul
http:www.7ooster,sNewtbmastcr.edu
Ethnic Diversity on the agenda
Mack the IZxil tits "vToosttr
Sect rccd'l llizes a!.e? i, 31-1- 0
W: "Viewpoints:
f l . r-Feat-ures:
Campus Issues:
- A&E:
campus
r -- t photo by David Heksekek- -
.j
' please see SUKKOT, page 3
testing
jAiMIEMAIESv'V--r- ':
.if. On Oct 29 Hygeia,'in conjunc- - .
tion with the,Mansfield Richland :
' Health Departroenvwill offer anony-- --v
"mpus' AIDSlesting; According to '
Nancy Anderson, th director of'J
' HVgeia,' anonymous testing was '
ddne several years ago and students '. '
have reduested that it be done aeain.
"Wavnd Countv Health Denart- -
ment does anonvmous testinff bnce"
a montlfand we have referred stu--
dents there, but we felt it Was part
V Standard time rer":
sumes Saturday night Set
your clocks back one
hour when you go to sleep.
V The faculty art exhibit open-
ing and reception occurs Friday
from 4:30 to 6 p.m. in the Ebert
Art Museum.
the sukkah before its destruction.r Hillel plans to rebuild it before Fareraf WfegfewdC-iLt- - ' i ' ,-- . -- A
Yy'fthinfc iher
" dox?J One student in the group a dcea not hsve knowledge of.the f.
swered this with the question, ""ICbuld'Xbianch has fra but hp tastei.;,Torah; the 'palm symbolizes a pep?
it be because spiritual foundationsarevthe palm branch has taste, burno.TSon who has knowledge of the.To-- " i"
more important than physkal?" The
group nodded in response..' k'A'.'i
V Sukkot also has another message
as well: "This holiday also connects" ;
one with nature." Rjemer said and -
brought out a festal bouquet ofa tit--
ron,amyrueDnincn,apaunDnmcn,
the right to life movement The semi- - :
nars included "Adoption: A Positive
Resoonse." "Men Hurt Too. The.;
Mvth of Overpopulation" and .
"Planned Parenthood: the Bad
Choice " This event drew the attend
tion of a number of College students -
who protested outside the churchy :
The convention began with the. :
reading of a letter from Ohio's US
Senator Mike DeWine, who told
supporters, "I strongly share your
commitment to the protection of
human life." Blackwell gave the
. Casino Night will
take place in Lowry Cen
ter Ballroom Saturday -
mght from 9 pan, to mid- - '. '
night :
V There will be a coffee with
faculty and administrators Satur-
day moming from 9 tol 1 a.m in
the Lowry Center lounge.
America's Oldest Weekly College Newspaper
-
--
.-
-
.. , . , . ...
fragrance; and the willow orancn i .rah, nuthas done no gooacreeas; ana
has neither taste nor fragrancV-TO-eJ the willow symbolizes a person who :
citron symbolizes a person who has -- has neither. - These our-plan- ts are --
done good deeds and has knowledge, bound together to represent the difr
of me Torah.the scrolls wluch make ferent people who inhabit a Jewish',
Thursday, October 23, 1997 . 'V
:T
atHygeia
of our responsibility as a student
health center to offer the opportu-
nity to students, said Anderson.
r During the year, four testing dates
will occur, the first being at this end
of this month with results available .
' on Nov. 12.' The rest of the testing
will happen Feb. 25, April 1, and
- May 27. The results from each testZ
-- will be available two weeks later. -
i -- la accordance with federal law,
:.?" '.-i-'l- Tlpb 5?e ANONYMOUS
'AIDS TESTS, page
.VThe Intef-Gree- k Council
will sponsor a Halloween party
at Diggers Wednesday from 9
p.m. to 2 a.m. Cost is $3 for
those under 2 1 and $2 for those
over 21. Activities will include
a costume contest
VJ
to
r
r
0)
h';'
-
-
,-
-'
1
1.
.
1
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Parents' Weekend is this weekend. Above, mThreepenney Opera,m will
run Friday andSaturday night nights andSunday afternoon. Tickets
can be obtained by calling the Freedlander box office at ext. 2241.
Saturday morning there will a coffee withfaculty andadministrators
from 9 toll a.nu in the Lowry lobby, followed by open houses and
faculty presentations. After lunch, many athletic teams will be in
action, with a reception forparents andstudents at President Holes'
home afterwards. A full schedule ofevents can be obtained at the
registration desk in Lowry .
Collapse
continued from page 1
Levy. However, the Hillel leader
was told by others that there had
been wind earlier in the evening.
The sukkah was built with fresh
supplies this year. New items in the
structure this year included wood and
brackets. The reason for the new sup-
plies, according to Levy, was that
some of the previously-use- d wood
"was getting worn. Some of the brack-
ets bent during the fall. In addition to
the fresh wood and new brackets, the
structure was held in place by cin-
der blocks filled with sand.
Another peculiarity about the col-
lapse was the direction the sukkah
fell. It is located on the north side
hill of Lowry. With the recent cold
Anonymous
continued from page 1
students who decide to be tested
will go through pre- - and post-counseli- ng
with Anderson, Mike Malmon-Ber- g,
or one of the two counselors
being provided by the Mansfield
Rkhland Health Department During
the post counseling, students will be
put in contact with someone to help
them deal with the results of the test
All tests done in Hygeia are to-
tally anonymous. Students will be
given numbers which will go with
their blood and the only way to get
results will be by showing that num-
ber. "The records of all tests will be
kept at the health department. We
(Hygeia) will have no knowledge of
anything, not even the number of
people that tested positive and nega-
tive," said Anderson.
Hygeia is able to provide these
tests free of charge because of a
grant received through the
Mansfield Richland Health Depart-
ment. "We hope to find grants to
weather, the wind has been typically
been flowing from north to south.
However, die sukkah fell on its north
side, not south. Also, the structure's
collapse was uphill. Noting the hill.
Levy said, "If it were weak, I would
think it would fall the opposite di-
rection down the hill."
Thus far, evidence is scarce as to.
the cause of the incident. Accord-
ing to Levy, security "didn't have
any extra information.'' Levy is not
sure what happened, citing that he
"can find fault with both theories."
Members of Hillel will meet to'
rebuild the sukkah in time for Parents'
Weekend. Levy said they will meet
at 2:30 to begin reconstruction. He is
hopeful that there are no extenuating
circumstances to be studied, other
than "a bunch of people in Hillel
who can't build a stable sukkah."
AIDS tests
fund this in the future. It is very ex-
citing for us to be a part of this and
to get it," said Anderson.
Anderson urges anyone who be-
lieves they could be at risk for AIDS
to come in and be tested. "A student
needs to judge for themselves, see
where their risk factors are, how many
partners they've had, whether they've
shared IV drugs.Those are the two
main concerns," said Anderson.
The last time the Hygeia offered
the testing, 80 students showed up.
"My biggest concern about doing
this on a campus this small was that
the students getting tested would
know each other. While students did
know each other, they seemed happy
to see other people being responsible
and getting tested," said Anderson.
The Communication Club is help-
ing Hygeia with publicity for the
tests and Rainbow House will be of-
fering assistance with general logis-
tics. The testing will occur from 5 to
8 p.m. in Hygeia. Any questions can
be directed to Hygeia at ext. 2319.
Campus Council reports
Dan Shortridge
Tuesday's meeting of the Cam-
pus Council was fairly routine and
presented no major disputes or dis-
agreements'. The issues discussed
by Council prompted only minor
discussion.
Associate Dean of Students
'Carolyn Buxton presented the
summary reports of the College
Judicial Board for the spring se-
mester of school year 96-'9- 7 for
routine Council approval. Buxton '
stated that there were seven cases v
"heard at the third level by either
the Judicial Board or the Dean's
Hearing Board.". Cases heard at
the third level can result in sanc-
tions ranging from community ser-- t
vice to expulsion from the Col-
lege. Buxton expressed her sur--
prise that the alleged violations ,-- were
"spread out over the semes- - .
ter. Some years it's been over the
last two weeks." Council voted
unanimously to approve the hear-
ing summaries and forward them
to the Voice for publication. Bud-
get Committee Chairman John
Plummer, the college accounting
supervisor, provided clarification
to Council on the continuing over-
haul of the procedures for funding
student groups.
Plummer said that the "question
that we Council had talked about
before was not who's a volunteer
organization or not," but rather
about the types of projects con-
ducted by an organization. --
:.' The overhaul has caused some
confusion among student groups
with regard to their source of fund-
ing, he said, adding that "I think
funding of a group will be done
based on the charter."
Plummer also stated that the
Grant allows new alcohol counselor
Carlye Burchett
While Anna Catterin is an em-
ployee of Wayne Co. Alcohol Ser-
vices and not employed by the Col-
lege, her office is located in Hygeia,
and she is here to work with the stu-
dents of the College. Her official
title is prevention specialist, and she
is here because of a $25,000 grant
given to the College by the Ohio
Department of Alcohol and Drug
Addiction. Her job as prevention
specialist is "to target binge drink-
ing and decrease alcohol and drug
abuse on campus."
Catterin is originally from Ohio
but has spent the last four years in
. Georgia attending graduate school
and working. She holds a masters
degree in Guidance and Counseling,
though her job here at the College
is not to provide counseling. If a
student who feels that he or she has
a problem with abusing drugs or al-
cohol, he or she can go and talk to
her, and she can "point them in the
right direction."
-- Catterin said she wants to "get
information to people before they
develop a problem," and she wants
to do this by changing people's per-
ceptions. She said that one of the
reasons that students, especially
first-year- s, drink is because they
think everybody else binge drinks,
and when these students are asked
the question of how many college
students binge drink, the number is
"constantly overestimated."
In an effort to prevent drinking
Catterin is going to train all faculty
and staff on campus to "be able to
recognize students with problems,
know what to do, how to intervene."
She is also ready to provide pro-
gramming, educational presenta-
tions for students and for student
groups. She is also planning to have
a non-drinki- ng alternative to the
Wednesday night parties on campus,
an alcohol awareness week in Feb-
ruary and a speaker to come to cam-
pus during the spring semester.
photo by Dan Shortridge
GLBAxoming out day
results
group funding contracts are being
signed "little by little," and that five
groups have not yet been heard from
by his committee.
In the absence of the Charter
Committee chairperson. Council
member Ben-Mize- r 99 reported
that the committee met last week
and is continuing their review of
group charters. The notices for
advisor contracts have been sent
out, he added, saying "I don't
think that the charters are ready for
submission to Council at this
time."
In other business. Council Chair
Rorie Harris 99 reported on last
week's meeting of the Student
Relations Trustee Committee at I
which she represented Council.
"The trustees seemed pretty e
happy," she said, adding that they
were fairly pleased with the pro-- i
posed funding model."
Catterin is also working with the
counselors at Hygeia to provide a
12-st- ep program for students with
drinking problems, and a "non 12-st- ep
program" for students who
don't like the 12-st- ep program.
Catterin wanted the students to
know that "my position is not to
preach abstinence, what I am con-
cerned about is that students will
discount us as meaning' Don't drink
at all,' while I want them to know
how to use alcohol responsibly. It
is part of the college experience; I
am concerned that people don't kill
themselves while doing it"
She would love to get questions
from students, even about illegal
substances, about safety, and she
will respond without judgment or
reporting the question. If you have a
question, Ahna Catterin's office in in
Hygeia, and her extension is 2039.
If you would like to get involved
with preventing drinking, there will
be a meeting Monday at 4 p.m. in
Lowry 120.
- Last Friday, the Gay, Lesbian
Bisexual Alliance sponsored Com-
ing Out Day on campus. The group
asked students to wear jeans in sup-
port of gay rights, which caused
many students to dress up. This is
something that has been com-
mented on by many. Some feel the
organization is forcing support by
choosing something as common as
jeans. On the other hand, by going
with something like jeans that stu-
dents don.'t even think about,
GLBA members hoped to show
people that homosexuals do not
think about the decision regarding
their sexual orientation. Represen-
tatives from the group also manned
a table in Lowry containing stick-
ers, books and pins.
Leadership 101 in session
Hodges teaches Leadership & Liberal
Learning program for upperclassmen
Crystal R. Miller
Axe you a junior or senior look-
ing for a demanding and fulfilling
intellectual experience next semes-
ter? Do you have an interest in ex-
ploring the structure, psychology,
and responsibilities of effective
leadership? If so, apply for the
Leadership & Liberal Learning Pro-
gram now. -
This marks the 1 3th year for the
Leadership & Liberal Learning
Program at The College of
Wooster. Originally funded by a
grant from the Henry Luce Foun-
dation, the program is now solely
funded and operated- - by the Col-
lege. " The Leadership & Liberal
Learning Program is a distinctive
two-pa- rt course of interdiscipli-
nary leadership exploration con-
sisting of a semester-lon- g JMminar
and ' a two to " three' day
"aquaintanceship" with a nation-
ally recognized leader. '
The first unique aspect of the
course is that every year the curricu-
lum changes as does the professor
who teaches the course. This year
the program will be instructed by
James Hodges from the history de-
partment; accompanying him will
be several faculty "discussants" who
Sukkot
continued from page 1 - '
community. Also, they represent the
heart, the eye, the spine and the
mouth, which are used to praise
God.". The group then passed
around the bouquet, each person
shaking it in order to draw- - the
earth's energy into them. -
Riemer then talked about the
spiritual guests who are drawn into
the sukkah, bringing up again,
Sukkot's first theme: "Each one,
Abraham, Isaac,. Jacob, Joseph,
Moses,. Aaron and David, spent
part of his life homeless. Then
after some, final discussion, a
prayer was said and the meeting
ended.
' This year makes the fourth year
that a sukkah has been built at The
College of Wooster.r Rowell Levy
'97, president of Hillel, said,
"Building the sukkah is a great
metaphor for building our commu-
nity, because we all come together
to accomplish it.
.
'. Write for news? ,
Gobs of ftiriiKi--
- Call Jamie at x338G.!
will direct discussions regarding the
role of leadership in their particular
field of study.
.
In past years, such
topics as Hitler & Nazi leadership,
revolutionary leadership, and the
social psychology of leadership
have been discussed by various fac-
ulty members..
The second, and probably the
most noted, component of the Lead-
ership & Liberal Learning Program
is the "aquaintanceship" exper-
ience. Each year during spring
break, after taking part in the semi-
nar, each member pf the Leadership
class is sent off to spend a few days
actively observing and experiencing ,
the leadership of nationally or even
globally recognized leaders. Past
"acquaintanceships" have taken
-- Wooster students to the U.S. Sen-
ate, the editor's office of "USA To-
day," Johnson & Johnson, Yale Di-
vinity School, and Hershey Interna-
tional. . .
Each year, 15 juniors or seniors
are chosen to take part in this de-
manding course through a selective
application process including a writ-
ten application, faculty recommen-
dations, a resume, and college tran-
scripts. Applications are due Oct.
31 and they are available through
Hodges. ' -- .. -- ; '
Stiideritep
continued from page 1
.
,
riod, Blackwell indicated his inten-
tion to run for Governor of Ohio in..
1998. ' -
In "Men Hurt Too," Executive
Director of Life Institute Bradley
Mattes discussed men's reaction to
abortion. The instinct of men to pro-
tect is very strong and "should not ,
be underestimated." Man's most
common response to abortion is an-- --
ger, but it is only "the visible part of
the iceberg." Mattes gave .an ex-- f
ample of one man whose live-i- n girl-
friend had two abortions; the man
took his. own life because be was
unable to live, with the guilt He
concluded that counseling is avail-
able for these men; which lets them
know they are not alone and sets
them on the road to recovery.
Jay Johansen, the Ohio Right to
Life's webmaster, discussed over-
population. . He handed out a packet
entided --"Overpopulation: Why I'm-Fo- r
It" First, Johansen clarified that
overpopulation is a pro-lif- e issue be-
cause overpopulation has been used
to "help foster 'people-as-a-proble- m
mentality." He refuted the arguments
for overpopulation with examples in-
cluding population density, the lack
Jessica DuPlaga
Described by Professor of English
Joanne Frye as having a "rich sense
of language and human character"
and an "additional commitment to
tramforrning the lives of women,"
author Chitra Banerjee Divakaruni
spoke on "A Writer's Education" as
part of the V .
Wooster Fo-
rum lecture
series last
Thursday.
Thispoet and
f i c t i o n- -
Moving between cultures is a
(tway and opportunity ofre-creati- ng
identity.9
writeris a women's rights activist in
India and president of MAITRI, a
helpline for South Asian women in
the United States. She spoke of the
forces that, led her to become a
writer, her position "between two
worlds;" and how this experience is
indicated in her writing.
Divakaruni came to the United
States at the age of 19 from a trad-
itional, middle-clas- s family in
Calcutta, India. It was not until she
came to the U.S. that she was able to
realize how fully she was immersed
in her Indian culture and to question
and appreciate it After entering this
new culture, she was "reborn with a
freshness of vision, an almost child-
like wonder of looking at the world."
In her fiction, which she shared
with the audience, her characters
display this feeling ofbeing between
of a real energy crisis, and mislead-
ing information regarding the food
crisis. For example, Johansen recently
received an e-m- ail urging him to look
at the population problem of China
or India. He discovered that the
population density of China is 330,
while the population density of his
home county in Ohio, Greene, is
340. Johansen addressed the
boat earth" idea, noting that Earth
presently has seven acres of land per
person. Johansen's presentation can
be found in detail at
www.ohiolife.orgoverpopi
-- Lawrence Roberge, the author of.
"The Cost of Abortion," discussed
bis book during the closing remarks.
He used data from the Center for
Disease Control and the Allen
Goodmarker Institute., He refered
to the number of cumulative abor-
tions since Roe v. Wade in 1973,
noting that "we would have had six
million lives without abortion-live- s,
he said, that could have made
an incredible impact on industries
including the toy and baby food in-
dustries Roberge plotted eumula- -
tive abortion against Gross Domes-
tic Product, noting that while the
former has risen, the latter has
dropped. He discussed Ashennan's
two cultures, of leaving the past and
lopkmg to the future, of being 'Tilled
jttonce with fear and expectation
"and excitement." Moving between
cultures is a "way and opportunity
of re-creat- ing identity."
' But this experience can be valu-
able to the writing process,
Divakaruni stated. She has a greater.
appreciation
of elements
of her origi-
nal culture,
because, she
said, "once
you leave
your place of birth for the first time,
you cannot go back as the same per- - --
son." You realize that "culture can
be something each of us creates for
ourselves."
.
Thus, in either culture,
Divakaruni found a new "clarity of
vision" that allows one to "write
honestly what you see.'" Although
she feels that she fits into neither --
American nor Indian culture, that
she. is "the other, the alien in soci-
ety," this isolation leads to better,
more truthful writing.
In addition to her feelings about
multiculturalism, she gave a few
heartfelt hints for future writers.
Writers should put themselves and
their experiences in their writing and ;
write for themselves rather than
their audiences.' Fictional writing is
"true and it's not true," says
Divakaruni. It helps us see the
' '
-- . If- -
7 mmW pi i ' News
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The writer education ofDivakaruni
-
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The poet Chitra Banerjee Divakaruni
spoke about her own "writer's education. "
deeper truths in our lives without
using physical evidence and facts.
For example, in her folk-tal- e type
work entitled "Mistress of Spices,"
Divakaruni relates her stories to her
own experiences in working at an
abused women's shelter to tell the
story of an abused Indian wife.
Divakaruni shared with the audi-
ence her -'- - views about
multiculturalism in the U.S., stating
that she hopes her works will foster
a deeper understanding of
multiculturalism and the fact that
although we may be different on the
surfaces, as humans we share basic
similarities and feelings.
o-L-ife convention
syndrome, or scar tissue on the uterus
following abortion which may lead to
infertility, noting mat women contem-
plating abortion are often not told
about such potential side effects. In
conclusion, Roberge urged the audi-
ence to inform people about this data
and to put his book into school librar-
ies since not enough people have taken
notice of his discoveries. .
Carmen Hotvedt '00 was part of the
pro-choi- ce rally outside Grace Breth-
ren Church. She said, "the purpose
of the protest was to speak out against
the conference ... to let people in
Wooster know that there is a pro-choi-ce
sentiment and we're not OK
with pro-lif- e indoctrination into the
minds of others." Over the course of
the day, approximately 30 protesters,
many of whom were college students
from Oberlin, Cleveland and Wooster,
stood along the highway facing away
from the church, held signs and
chanted. The slogans on the signs in--.
eluded "The Christian Right Isn't Al-
ways," "Wooster is Pro-Choic- e" and
"Honk for Choice." Hotvedt noted
that approximately one car in five
honked. The protest even attracted a
counteprotest; at around 10 am, two
men, one woman and three young
children joined the protesters. Accord
ing to Hotvedt, the counter-proteste- rs
held "signs with pictures' of fake
' aborted fetuses .. . they didn't chant '.
oryelL They just stood there behind
us, not visible at all" The police were
called because the convention claimed
the protesters were blocking traffic. "
However, the protesters were within
their legal rights, and the police left
without incident . . . ...
Qttherine Swartz '98 attended the
convention for IS research. She was
surprised that almost one hundred
- percent of the people in attendance
were upper-middle-cl- ass white men
ana women. . awanz was.&iso uis-- ..
' appointed with how little class was
discussed; she noted that the only-tim- e
economics was mentioned was
"aborted babies as potential con-
sumers," as Roberge did in his pre-- ;
sentation. According to Swartz, the
..l rperspective oi uic coiucrcncc was .
very one-sided- ." She believed that
great strides might be made if pro- -.
life and pro-choi-ce groups got to--
gether and talked about things rather
than ridiculing one another. Swartz
concluded, "There are probably
ideas of pro-lif-e supporters and pro-choi- ce
supporters mat overlap. I
am pro-choic- e, and they said things
that I agreed with." ,
Viewpoints
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Phone travails prevail
. What's that, you can't use your phone? AT&T says you have a delin-
quent balance? You didn't make those calls? Hmm ... sounds like the
phone company bug has struck the College again.
For those of you who don't remember, the College nearly went to court
two years ago when they gave Sprint our Social Security numbers which
they prominently displayed on our bills. Students threatened lawsuit and
hence we reverted to the costlier AT&T.
AT&T promotes itself by claiming to have superior service. But it seems
that they are lacking some common sense. More and more students are find-
ing their account codes inoperative with no given explanation. Yesterday,
many of us received bills for the first time equipped with late charges. Of
course, the first bills were sent to our homes, since we are assumed to com-
mute! It seems as though we are magically supposed to know how much to
pay and when. We recommend the College get AT&T off their laurels. This
type of service is not worth $25,000, or even $25. It is up to AT&T and the
College to ensure that late charges are rescinded and apologies extended.
While we understand that AT&T is responsible for phone service, the
College is responsible to the students for the agent they select. It seems
with all the money and equipment the College can afford on Ethernet ser-
vice, they can find a long distance provider who will provide legally and
economically competent service.
But we just saw them!
We love our parents. They fed us, clothed us, toilet trained us, and did
lots of other wonderful things. Now we're big kids, wearing big kid pants
and going to college. For the students who live close to Wooster, fall
break is a chancetCKgohome, see our friends, go to our favorite coffee
shops, and visit our parents. We can rest, relax, and let Mom and Dad
pamper us with shopping trips, lots of yumrnv food, and maybe some spend-
ing money. They haven't seen us in six weeks, and they miss us.
Fall break comes and goes. We return to college. College life goes on.
; But wait! What's that you say? Our parents are coming" to visit .us?
This weekend? So soon? We just saw them! They can't miss us yeL We"
certainly don't miss them yet. We still have homemade brownies left from
oar trip home, ones that don't have a shelf life, of 5Q years.'.- - '
.--
.
'-.O-
hio is beautiful in October. -- The College tries to use this to its advantage.
cramming as mahyaenvifies as possible into one-twelf- th of the year, Parents
Weekend can be held at any time ofjhe yetfPtttan College should;
obe mat bio coQSKnaoon wncn smcxniung rmzaa .wecKcna m rae nxurc
' Sine We love our parentsTWe even Eke seeing tfaem'occasionally.Bat
'ytc don't' like makinf thekjpg tiA
us back ip school not two weeks latet They niay remember toask us bow
Xf if,
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Letters: Fenske wrongs Elders right
It is quite easy to lose track of the plies to Fenske s modern America,
"real world" while living in the The "stupid" people are those who
vacuum of Wooster., The evils of - do not have the sense to come in out
society rarely touch the lives of the
.
of the rain: who need to be in-- '
students, administration, and profess' Kructed n how to raise children, .',
sors in this private, academic realm:5 who do. not know about safe sex,
Weareofteniadedby the itoclife--3--wh-o smoke cigarettes and abuse":
f Unfortunately, we forget, that as the Ndnigs regardless of medical aad je-- "r
lucky ones we have responsibilities. V.gal warnings, .and --who require ba--
or grad school. The majority of
youths today don't care. It is for the
aggressive, intelligent and blessed
individuals like ourselves to realize .
that the stupid people exist because . j
our parents were too busy, teaching 7
.us that they di4'not""iv" 4S-- T
l applaud Dc Elders.1 If the ron-r-.'
. stupid peoplerexuse tohelp the ones
" t iwasdisnabedby.Sarafa without 4due, now is anything go-- ;'
J-.Viewnoi-
ntt article oOct: fjS iit re? v-Coo- WarVf to the Fenske-'- s 'etolmnro r- -i j '
t;s
Fenske'asscrtshat
crimevAfDS drugs, fioverty, and
pouring out . OK Hflriw Z i?L . --Jflcoi Dodds '99 c
- feneration s ears Minors msed fivti- -
low SAT eroimare prevalent m our -- .to I6?ears old may be reotiired by !
-- 90b lias ciaosen.40 iiegtect knowlf u' xan' nuke ineni attend- - If school ifyouriVtewpoints- - article last
SnJge and live the nMlifePertnar; ; dist tte let-- Ve?yoeo Elr i'
rj. - a.: a.-- ft - irtr'" 'L ' 1 X. - - ? m ':- - . 1. ft I -- at ' t.;' "af
"
-
-.- iav" -- r. - - - - , v. - --- aw .: . a rA-Mt-
t1 wiiiipi aija laTi iTVi m .. rtfTay-1- . -- Ta'Tamvatrw atmr rtpa f nnr anifiavtuiiaikrai . mhrici 'mnnnK wnu nmnmi aiu.r.
: iwewngood,bbt rare differ- - .tfong the line the chronic absentees; - j hwjotl0usly --wetl educated ou- -
-- -
-- Ht irom tpc rest or socKiy, j-- inuuns, ana tarargnt asrooenrsmasr
1 simtikaneouslyenvy and arjmue - veoo toahighef grade leveU As-Sara- h
for her pristine and sheltered
.-
-Jar as the "teachers, coaches, scout '
life that has not incladed rstopid? 7 leaded babysitters, pastors.-
-" that
--people. -- Many of us have grown up
imvt a family, a home, food and
; clothing. Through intelligence, ditiy
- gence, and financial capabilities we
have all arrived at Wooster. Wooster .
has become continuation of the
"normal" lives we lead. Do we re-
alize, however, that Wooster is an
anomaly? Wooster is a collection of
some of the top students, athletes,
performers and artists in the United
States and international community
... and we all have some money.
Sure, we're not all Rockefellers, but
Wooster isn't cheap. A lot of our
students come from private prep-scho- ol
educations. Their graduat-
ing classes contained 50 to 80 stu-
dents. The "stupid" people of our
society aren't populating these
places and they certainly have not
arrived at Wooster in droves.
I am defining "stupid" as it ap--
have been there to oootutiauy edu-cat- e
the masses . Fenske maybe"
interested to know thatteachers are
the enemy to "stupid kids. "Stu-
pid" people do not pay the fees, go
to the family doctor for the medical ;
physical, and sign their kids up to
partake in school sports. My Girl '
Scout troop at a private parochial
school did not include "stupid" chil-
dren and was not run by "stupid"
leaders. Most "stupid" children are
babysat by televisions or video
games. The "stupid" children may
get 43 hours of education, but what
is the consistency and quality of that
education?
We all need to take a step back
and appreciate our lives. There are
"haves" and "have nots" ... guess
which side we are on? The reality
is harsh. The majority ofAmerican 1
youths today will not go to college '
; generation is, and Chat we are con-- o
- sciwtsly boosing anhealthy V
Ufaryle m --order to actually live -- v
'
. .; i j t. .a
- may-be-. Our .problem with what
J you wrote involves your definitiofli
t of we," and the assumptions, yon
. made about the population of this '
country. '
.
,
. t. - - .
The forty-thre- e long hours of
health related education you men- -.
tioned, divided by thirteen years of
- school, equals only about 3.3 hours
- per year. These three hours have
been "supplemented" by parents, --
pastors; baby-sitter- s? Please take
off your middle-clas- s colored
glasses and remember that many .
people in our country do not live the
same quality life you do. The num-
ber of people who live below the
poverty line is about double the
number of people considered
middle-clas-s. 20.5 percent of chil-
dren under eighteen live in one par
please see LETTER, page 5
t 1 ' VA l Hi.- -
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Forum: Stranger in a strange land
"It's true and not true . . . Details of
life without sticking to facts...."
Chitra Banerjee Divakaruni said about
Divya Thadani" ?negr
she spoke at die Forum last Thursday.
. Her writing is poetic, mythical and
magical ... with words she conjures
up images images of the immigrant
Indian in America, images that I know
well, such as streets lined with hawk-
ers in Calcutta. With words she
evokes emotions, the same ones that
I had when I boarded that
plane that brought me for the
first time to die "land of the
free."
As an Indian woman in the
United States I identify so if
clearly with Banerjee, the ex-
periences iitiatH'that she recounted
that evening could so easily
have been my own. In the
story "Clothes" from her collection of
short stories, "Arranged Marriage,"
she writes, "The store was called 7-Ele- ven.
I thought it a strange name,
exotic, risky ... The store sold all kinds
of amazing things apple juice in
cardboard cartons that never leaked;
American bread that came in cello-
phane packages, already cut up; can-
isters of potato chips; each large
grainy flake curved exactly like the
next ..." (21). The same things fasci-
nated me on my first trip to Wal-Ma- rt
just a couple of days into my stay at
Letter
continued from page 4
ent households, and 32 percent
of these households are below the
poverty line. .-- Where do they find
"surrogate ; parents in every nook
and cranny," save drug dealers and
gangs, who probably .have neither
oral hygiene not safe sex at the top
of . their - educational : list.
You mentioned that "most of us
will go to college," but we have a
hard time figuring out. who the
"us" is that you are 'speaking
about. When in 1994, only 34.6
percent of the students that were
able to graduate high school en-
rolled in college. The number of
people over twenty-fiv- e who had
four or more years of college
equaled 23 percent of the United
States population.
We hardly think Dr. Elders was
calling The College of Wooster
community stupid and unedu-
cated. She simply has her eyes
open to the fact that we are a privi-
leged few who get a fine quality
education and can be fully aware
of the consequences of our actions.
We believe she was calling upon
us to use our "over-educate- d"
voices to speak for those who do
not have the same.
Christy Rauch '99.
Christie Bennett '98 .-
Wooster. You could leave me for
hours in any Wal-Ma- rt and I'd walk
in delighted fascination through the
aisles and stare at stacks of products
neatly lined up, just like a child in a
toy store. Pretty ridiculous, you're
thinking, right? I guess so, but it's true.
Three years into my stay in this
country though, that's changed. My
lifestyle has changed significantly, and
when I go back home to Bombay, my
family and friends are always amazed
at who I've become. Wal-Ma- rt no
,uWft,n , at tt ft at
iji?tfjrtt.i ' fm iinum, ifittmJf
lit mii inn ii Ift tot? l
n.'iH rmi m u- - n$.
Jflt& it i in iofi- -
longer captures my fascination as it
did before. Divakaruni describes her
transformation as a feeling of being
reborn, one that gave her a freshness
of vision, "a childlike wonder," and
certainly an objectivity and clarity of
vision that comes only from being an
outsider.
The forum was also a lesson in cul-
tural competence, a foreigner's effort
at cultivating a tolerance within her
community, one that Wooster cer
tainly needs. Divakaruni describes her
motivation for not including a glos
It's the end
Fall break has come and gone. The
leaves are falling from the trees. The
sky is turning a wintry shade of gray
'-
- n d
Karl Robillard m yT! ... .sum-
mer (Clothes are slowly finding their
way to the far corner of my room.
Something about the winter months.
tQfpome, here at the College ofWooster
excites, me.' Not .because of the cold
weather or endless months of clouds
that are. destined to loom over our
quaint campus, but because this is the
first time in my life that my future is
as uncertain as...
By the time Spring finally arrives
in Wooster, I willjoin my fellow class-
mates and march through the Kauke
Arch as thousands ofWooster students
have done before me and as thousands
of Wooster students will do after me.
I will accept my precious diploma and
I will enter into the real world, one of
hundreds of thousands of recent col-
lege graduates. Maybe Wooster has
molded me into the ideal liberal think
machine that they promised they
would three years ago at First Year
Orientation, a person capable of
adapting to any situation that our rap-
idly evolving society presents. But
other than a stoic sense of confidence
and an eager will to find my niche, I
am feeling rather bewildered by all the
opportunities that await me, perhaps
less focused than when I first began ..' .
sary of the Indian words she used in
her newest novel, "The Mistress of
Spices" she wants her to find a
South Asian in their community to
help them understand, to help them
get a true flavor of her writing.
I was disappointed by the turn-o- ut
at the Forum last Thursday and won-
dered why' there weren't as many
people as there usually are. Maybe
it was because it was crunch-wee- k,
everybody had a lot to do, papers to
turn in, exams to study for ... maybe
it was because Divakaruni
n had nothing to say about
masturbation. There was no
controversy in anything she
III said, and so the forum did
nothing to thrill us, or to sat-
isfy our need for titillation
of our senses. Maybe it was
because she had nothing to
say about American poli
tics, a subject that we are all famil-
iar with and don't feel threatened by.
Or maybe, no one is interested in
hearing an Indian woman describe
her struggle as the "other" in a
country unfamiliar to her, her expe-
rience with losing her loyalty to the
country of her birth, but not gaining
allegiance to that of her residence.
If that's the case, Wooster certainly
has a lot to learn. .
.
--
,
1.,
. .
Divya Thadani is a guest
columnist for the. Voice.
of the world as they've known it
my illusive collegiate education. I'd
like to think that our" lives are well
planned paths with clear directions of
when and where we should turn, but
then again, I think that would bore me.
. Until now, each year of my life has
been predetermined for me. It has
been one sequence ofactions followed
by another, conveniently connecting
each phase of my life with the next I
have been thankful for this structure
' am ready to be in a world where my voice is
simply a squeak against the mighty roar ofa
giant societal machine, where nobody isgoing
to listen to my whimpers about unappetizing
food and unfair deadlines.
in the past, not knowing what I would
do without the prospects of an upcom-
ing semester. But now this structure
is over and I must for the first time in
my life, self-determi- ne my next move.
Some of my classmates can spew
forth elaborate plans for their future;
Law School, Med School, Peace
Corps., Graduate School, and all sorts
of other lofty endeavors. They are
focused and are ready to dive into the
real world head first On the other
hand, I am among those people who
don't have the foggiest notion what
the future holds for them. This great
expanse of life that awaits me seems
a lu disconcerting, even a little fore--
Wahco: quite an insult
With the recent successes of the
Cleveland Indians, support for the
team is at an all-ti- me high. Fans are
more
Erin Littlefield Heiy
- than
usual to don their Indians hats, jack-
ets and sweatshirts to show love for
their winning team. What many do
not realize is the effect those things
have on some people. Take myself,
for instance; I grimace whenever I
hear the team referred to as "the
Tribe," and I cringe at every sight of
thfr logo, "Chief Wahoo." I find the
whole Cleveland Indians motif ex-
tremely offensive, and I am not alone.
The depiction of Native American
peoples that the logo represents ex-
presses ignorant racial stereotyping.
It is a caricature cartoon not unlike
images of sambos, mammies, and
pickininnys that dominated depictions
of African-America- n people years
ago. Those images are no longer so-
cially acceptable (at least not in such
an overt form). You would never see
a sports team called the Kansas City
Negroes, with a dancing minstrel as
its mascot However, blatant stereo-
typing ofAmerican Indians as yet has
no social sanction.
Native pepples are not grinning,
savage, red-fac- ed idiots, and it hurts
to have them portrayed as such.
American Indians include hundreds
of diverse, rich cultures that have
boding, but it is a time that will shake
me ofmy sheltered existence, far from
a'world that is only accessible with
plastic CQW cards and semester .tu-
ition. I chose to attend a small liberal
arts school for many reasons. I still
stand by my decision and have no re-
grets. But at this point in my academic
career, I could not remain sane for
another year of brick sidewalks and
old stone buildings. I am eager to be
a speck of dust in a world that grinds
its mighty gears with or without the
consent ofone meager college gradu-
ate.
We are taught here at Wooster that
our opinion matters. If we don't want
nuts in our brownies, we simply say
to the management at Lowry that we
pay the bills for this institution to run
and we don't like nuts in our brown-
ies. .Without any further adieu, the
nuts are removed from half the brown-
ies and we can quiet our ferocious roar
for the time being. But this only ap-
peases us for so long, and the next
thing we want is exotic cereal and
chex mix. It is easy for us to speak
survived despite the theft of their
land, and despite efforts to eradicate
them, both in body and in spirit They
do not deserve such treatment as con-
temporary mainstream culture gives
them. Native Americans have long
fought against the insult expressed to
them through depictions such as the
Washington Redskins, U of Winois's
"Chief Illiniwik," and the Atlanta
Braves with their "tomahawk chop."
I am not saying that it is wrong to
want to show support for one's fa-
vorite sports team. I myself am a
big Boston Red Sox fan. Nor am I
saying that everyone who supports
the Cleveland Indians or wears a hat
with the logo tn it is a racist or an
ignoramus. I believe that growing up
.
with the Cleveland Indians, and never
having the logo presented as anything
other than a symbol of a sports team,
can allow one to not see it for what it
really is. If one gives the logo and its
accompanying references a good,
hard look, it is easy to become at least
slightly uncomfortable with what it
really represents.
So, all I ask is that the next time
you pick up your Indians hat to show
support for your team, consider
what else you may be unconsciously
expressing, and the millions of
people that you may be hurting.
Erin Littlefield is a guest
columnist for the Voice.
our mind because we are paying for
people to listen. We learn that within
the confines of this two block cam-
pus, our. Voices .matter, jnjhe. cafete-
ria, on the athletic fields, and in the
classroom. '
,
.
I am glad that Wooster is a small
school and I have had the opportunity
to do many things that would have
been impossible at a bigger, school.
But this is not reality and I am find-
ing it exceedingly difficult to live in
such an artificial environment. I am
tired of pretending that what I am do-
ing is really anything but academic
formalities, allowing me to climb one
notch higher in the ladder of life. I
will come and go from this institution
like the blink of an eye, and next year
a new group of students will enter this
campus that will want their voices to
be heard. I am ready to be in a world
where my voice is simply a squeak
against the mighty roar of a giant so-
cietal machine, where nobody is go-
ing to listen to my whimpers about
unappetizing food and unfair dead-
lines. I have learned quite a bit from
the noise that is made from within the
walls of this academic institution, but
I am ready to hear the sounds of a newt
song and let the administration hear
the roar of a new band of flowering
students.
Karl Robillard is a guest
v columnist for the .Voice.
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A new look for Vbolnfo: faster, easier and prettier, too
Halley Chehayl
About two years ago Wooster
made it onto the World Wide Web.
It started as a site that was devel-
oped by Donnell Wyche "97, pro-
viding many options to attain infor-
mation .about the College. And for
its time, it was current. The stan-
dards were less advanced then. Not
every computer had graphics and for
the ones that did, it would take an
incredibly long time to load the in-
formation.
In fact, it was a major decision
made on the part of the page cre-
ators as to whether or not they
should use graphics or simply text-onl- y
presentation on a server such
as the VAX. In the end it was de-
cided that they would use the graph-
ics and develop extensive pages with
a number of graphics.
But times have changed. Since
two years ago things have rapidly
developed in the computing world.
There are many options now open
that were unfathomable at the time.
So, this past summer, before the
first-yea- rs arrived, Woolnfo went
through some major changes. Chris
Olszewski '98, aJta. "Webmaster,"
was responsible for the work done
on the home page.
As far as aesthetics are concerned,
the page is more visually pleasing.
The main home page displaying a
large aerial of Kauke and the sur-
rounding grounds.
All the major subject pages have
The mystery of the palm of your hands
Searchingfor answers with the ancient hand artistry ofpalmistry
Devoki Dasgupta
We are all created with some basic
raw material. This raw material even-
tually becomes our own mind. There
are constant vibrations created in our
minds. The palm is the screen from
which we can, to some extent, ana-
lyze the different vibrations that sprout
in the mind. These are carried to the
palm by nerves. Experiments were
made with regard to these vibrations,
and it was proved that, with some
practice, one could distinctly detect
and recognize the crepitations in re-
lation to each individual. .
Today in Scotland Yard, there is a
library devoted to books on Palmis-
try, which can help to detect crimi-
nals. In fact, many of the great an-
cient societies including Indian,
Persian, Egyptian, Roman and Chi-
nese have studied Palmistry.
The basic palm has six major
lines. The Line of the Head reveals
the mental capacity of the indi-
vidual. The Line of the Sun is the
fame line, and the Line of the Heart
indicates the affectionate and emo
-- ":v-
.
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Chris, the internet guru, weaves his web.
a picture bar that brightens up the
overall appearance. Most of the sig-
nificant changes have occurred be-
hind the scenes and will continue to
develop.
The' old site was a bit "big and
clunky," so to speak. Olszewski
shared how the site wasn't really de-
signed for efficiency. It wasn't de-
signed for the amount of informa-
tion that Wooster has to offer to the
public. The new site, however, is de
tional nature. Others are the Lines
of Life, Intuition and Fate or Des-
tiny. Minor lines include the Girdle
of Saturn, denoting a high degree of
mental sensuality, the Ring ofSat-
urn, the island, the square, triangle
and star and many other minute fea-
tures. Palmistry also deals with the
shape of the hand and the length of
the fingers, also stressing the length
of the thumb and the stiffness of the
joints The nails have significance
as well. There are various types
long, short, long and narrow, flat
and each of them have various in-
terpretations. The inflated portions
of the palm are called the mounts.
signed for growth and development
behind the scenes.
For the most part the responses
have been positive. The only draw-
back is that some people who are
on older computers are inconve-
nienced by the time it takes to bring
up the web page; with the added
graphics things run a little slower on
the old machines.
Olszewski's goal was to create
something "that doesn't take too
There are seven mounts on the palm:
Mars, Venus, Jupiter, Saturn, Mer-
cury, Luna and the Sun. The basic
difference between the left and the
right hand is that for a right-hand- ed
person, the left hand consists of the ,
inherited qualities while the right
represents the prekent state of inher-
ited as well as un-ikheri- ted qualities,
i Palmistry can be avry enjoyable
hobby. Christi JurellettH says, ."It
is an intriguing art form. I believe if
you live by what the palmist tells
you, good or bad, things will hap-
pen to you. If you don't want one of
the things to happen don't live by
it" One can start learning Palmis
Domino's Pizza
Student Discount Card
Medium 1 Topping Pizza & Breadsticks - $599
Large 1 Topping Pizza cV Breadsticks - $6.99
NOTYAiX) VrtTHAfW OTHtt Offlt O SKOAL - EXT 6-1-5 '
caU j5!64-980- 0 WOOSreR
A
photo by David Hekserer
long to download but something that
was distinctive among colleges."
The site is still being developed
and expanded. Olszewski said that
a major goal in the design was "to
create something with a lot of in-
formation that was still easy to un-
cover. We didn't want to bury it un-
der a lot of other stuff to make in-
formation impossible to find."
In the future, it is hoped that the
site will incorporate some new as- -
try from any elementary-lev- el book;
Chiero is a suggestion. Its predic-
tions are 75 percent correct Lines
change, every two to three months.
We can always change out lines
through persistence and determina-
tion. Palmistry can only guide us
for the future; the ultimate decisions
is in our hands. SyedWasi Hassan '99
agrees, "It is an art The palm reflects
the current state of mind. The more
hands you get to readme more expe-
rience you get It takes year."
i Men's Volleyball
J.
.
is looking for a few good men ,
Interested Talented? ; ' Sporty?
Come prepared to play !
Tues. Oct. 28 at 8 p.m.
. pects that will make it even more at-
tractive to those interested in
Wooster. "Gradually, we will be up-
dating software behind the scenes
for fancier databases. An example
of this would be questions that come
into Academic Computing Services.
These would be answered and
placed on the home page for student
use. It is questionable whether this
information would be available for
public use," commented OlszewsJ
The whole idea behind the process
would be for students to be able to f
I-
-- l 1 .1
- uciicr uciy uicuucivca.
More future innovative ideas are
the installation of Real Audio, with
which they would be able to broad-
cast WCWS 24 hours a day. This is
popular among alumni who like to'
keep tabs on Wooster sports. This'
would also make it possible to"
broadcast forums and music pro--
gramming. Later on, they would like
to look at adding Real Time Chat.
The changes made by Olszewski t
spur growth and productivity sure
to enable attaining information at a
greater ease for the average surfer.
The new site accommodates every-
body, featuring enhanced aspects for
those with a more current browser,
while being just as effective for
those with older versions.
The overall reaction is --good with
primary emphasis on the enhanced
graphics by students and faculty. And
as time goes by, we are assured that
we will definitely see more improve-
ments and a web site with a greater
capacity to provide information.
Have a car & want
to make $7-1- 1 per
hour? Be a .
Dominoes driver.
You will receive
$5.15 an hour
including tips &
milage. If you are
interested, please
call 264-980- 0 and
ask to speak with
Diana or Rob.
Upper Gymnasium
Call Travis x4370 for info. J
I
I
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Exploring
Maya Sohonie
The sharp glare of the sun re-
flected off the geometric-shape- d
glass windows, adding to the bril-
liance of the white plastered exte-
rior. The green soccer field in front
of it looked strange, out of place.
As I got closer, I saw, through all
. the construction work, the front of
the old art building beiing covered
up, its carved, stony walls being
broken down and smashed, the
red-tile- d roof stripped bare and
ugly.
Being a first-ye- ar student at
Wooster, I never had the chance of
actually seeing Severance Art Hall
before the new addition of Ebert
Art Center had been built. Now
that it is complete, people say that
it is no match to the original build-
ing.
This building, exotically modern
: in itself, is radically different from
the rest of the buildings on campus,
and maybe this is why it sticks out
like a sore thumb.
As I entered the building a sense
of calmness filled me. I suddenly
felt at home. The impersonal exte-
rior faded out of my memory and
the cool interior took its place. The
smell of paint was fresh and invit-
ing. I felt like anything was pos-sib- le
here. The atmosphere held a
special charisma that welcomed
anyone in. I immediately knew
that my four years at Wooster
would be spent getting to know
and explore this center, especially
since we had one thing in common
we were both new to Wooster.
As I walked further into the build-
ing I felt focused. The building
was charged with positive energy
that I had seldom found in other art
buildings.
In spite ofmy feelings ofawe and
wonder, I also understand the feel- -.
ings of nostalgia my friends felt as
they watched Severance Hall being
Women's Resource Center
Open Mic Candlelight Vigil
Speak out against sexual assault
Share experiences via open mic
Show support and concern for victims
When:
Where:
Contact:
- v v - . k v
the art ofEbertArt
o
o
o
A look at the outside world from the inside ofEbert.
rebuilt. With change being the only
constant in our world, I too would
want to hang on to whatever was
traditional. Since art is one of the
rare things that is viewed relatively
conventionally, I felt that people
were bewildered at the new impli-
cations of a modern building,
which, in its own way, heralds a
Thurs., Oct. 30
Lowry Pit
Kathryne Hall (x4392)
"
- t
HS8
Photo by David Heisserer
new beginning for art here at
Wooster. It is like a symbol for the
changing face of art
Regardless of what people say, I
have found the place I belong to,
even if it is Ebert Art Center a
blinding, dazzling white, a tangible
reality in the dreamland that the
College is forme.
Stoned in
Floating in a sea
Jon Raessler
If you start me up, I'll never stop
until I get to a Rolling Stones show.
After paying the exorbitant $70
ticket price (well, it was the Stones,
who are well worth $70), and ac-
quiring tickets for my roommate,
Jeff Thomas '01 and a friend across
the hall, Tom Johnson '0 1 , it was the
Stones "Bridges to Babylon" tour
or bust on Sept 27. The show was
in Columbus, so we figured an early
departure was wise. We were proved
right. Missing the right turn ap-
proximately 30 times, we consid-
ered ourselves lucky to finally ar-
rive at Ohio
Stadium. .
When one Not Only WOS
is pumped impressive in its
"I T: Us inclusion
tend' to for-- confetti, and bizarre lighting only was the
get certain sequences, the performers on showimpres- -
elements
that are in-
volved in
the stage were icons, the
godfathers of
large public
events, such as those people, who
will try to make you feel guilty
about being there, such as a small
time evangelist standing outside
lambasting the concert:
"This is ANTI-CLIMACTI- C; you
spend HUNDREDS of dollars for
THREE hours of booze, weed, and
eardrum-rackin- g guitar THUNDER,
with no salvation at the end.. Only
Christ Jesus can provide YOU wuh a
life of fulfillment and golden prom-
ises . . . blah, blah, blah, blah, blah."
I couldn't get no satisfaction
from the good reverend's ram-
bling gibberish, nor could 100,000
of the bearded, jelly-belli- ed Stones
roadies in Columbus, as was evi-
dent in their hurled, beer-warm- ed
expletives towards this represen-
tative of the religious right. Yet
once we all filed into the stadium
and had endured the wailing har-
monicas of Blues Traveler, our
memories of this call for redemp-
tion were erased by the flood of
blue steam pouring from the eight-stor- y
stage. From this blue hurri-
cane emerged "Jumpin" Jack
Flash" himself, belting out "Sat- -
ZIatsos Fault Restaurant
THt CtMSMK THAT
SoaumI
J0 off aB CJO.W. mmimu A .
beaky aatath year 3000 AJX
IMWMli.i) t
. OMtMMN'
Great Desserts!
Columbus
ofoldguys . . .
isfaction", accompanied by Keith
Richards, Ronnie Wood, and
Charlie Watts. Behind them lay an
amazing assortment of golden in-
flated creatures, similar in size to
those found in Macy's parades,
and two golden shields, each
made up of hundreds of speakers.
Jagger himself resembled a fire-
ball of energy, prancing around the
stage and up and down the plat-
form extensions sending shivers of
adrenaline through the crowd.
Ronnie flashed his cigarrette-stud-de- d
wily grin, while Keith swag-
gered as the silent bad-as- s, and
poor Charlie looked as if he had
been scraped out of a coffin.
Through- -
the show out the night,
own right, with I marveled at
of fireworks, thisl spec- -Not
stve in its
rock and roll. withitsinci '
I sion of fire- -
works, confetti, and bizarre lighting
sequences, the performers on the
stage were icons, the godfathers of
rock and roll. Here was a man past
middle-ag- e, bringing to life Isongs
of the past, songs that sent tremors
through the world during their birth, '
and still had not lost their fervor.
"Sister Morphine" brought on blan- -
kets of depression and the masses.
after responding to the electricity
of the first three numbers, stood
silent and "Jumpin' Jack Flash"
sent everyone into a frenzy as py-
rotechnic displays sent showers of
sparks high into the night sky,
while Jagger did his thing. The
man of wealth and taste haunted
the stadium in "Sympathy for the
Devil", as Jagger sang within the
yellow-shroud- ed stage, amid the
eerie cries of "wooo-ooo- o, wooo-oooo-."
The music was mind-numbin- g,
the musicians god-lik-e in their stat-
ure. In a way, they were immortals,
creating songs that had revolution-
ized the world of music, and would
forever stand as landmarks in the
great history of music.
The Human Genome
Project: Status of Map-
ping and Sequencing
Dr. Buddy Brownstein,
professor of genetics,
Washington University of
St Louis Medical School
Friday, Oct 24, 3 p.m.
Scovel Hall, Room 105
Sponsored by Tri-Be- U
'J.l.t .'VI.. . Wy.-Vi'j- ', 'J.'i
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The trenches of the diversity war
Aaron Rupert
Diversity on The College of
Wooster campus is desired by many,
but worked on by a select few. It is
a problem with no easy solutions
and one that every college ofa com-
parable size is working on across the
.-
- country.
To Find Diversity: The Admis-
sions Effort
Carol Wheatley, director of ad-
missions, and Craig Grooms, asso-
ciate director of admissions and the
director of multicultural admissions,
are on the front lines. "Every
school, said Grooms, "is trying to
get a slice of the pie that is grow-
ing, but not growing at a large
enough rate.
Since many small liberal arts col-
leges are looking for diversity, many
have decided to band together.. The
Great Lakes College Association
(GLCA) has the Multicultural Con-
sortium (MAC), which, according to
Grooms, does "joint projects in ar-
eas we feel have significant students
ofcolor.
One large difficulty is that it takes
years to build up Wooster 's presence
in an area. "It usually takes three
years, minimum, to build name rec-
ognition, said Wheatley.
If is also Admissions job to iden-
tify other markets. "We do some
demographic- - research," said
Wheatley. Admissions believes that
they have had some success in re-
cruiting more minority students
since they began their efforts in the
early 1980s. Wooster is now better
hitting the targeted pockets of mi-
nority students.
These pockets of students who
will be college-boun- d are about to
grow. Over the last few years there
has been a dip in the number of high
school students. Contrarily, there is
a large wave going through middle
schools in the U.S. There's a big
swell of students coming through
the system, said Grooms. Some of
these growing pockets are the tar-
gets of the College, as Grooms men-
tioned that some nearby middle and
high schools have a large pocket of
Asian-Americ- an students,
s At this point, Wheatley and
Grooms seem to be preparing for
- this wave. "It's harder to attract
minority students to a community'
where there isn't a large critical
mass," said Wheatley. Admissions
uses minority students in phone call-
ing and letter writing efforts. Fo-
cus groups are held to find out why
they came to Wooster, and how
Wooster can use those factors to
their advantage. In addition, the
help of Wooster faculty, coaches and
alumni is often enlisted.
Both Grooms and Wheatley be-
lieve that if a few years, with the
efforts in place, Wooster should be
able to raise its population ofAmeri-
can minorities and international stu
dents from IS percent to 20 percent
To Lure Diversity: Financial Aid
Geography, academic programs
and general college atmosphere may
help student cut down their college
list to two or three schools, but the
comparison ofdollar amounts often
finalizes the decision for high school
seniors and their families.
"The College has understood that
the financial aid given to students
plays a large role in creating diver-
sity, said David Miller, director of
financial aid. "We give more finan-
cial aid to students than the colleges
we like to compare ourselves with,
(other GLCA schools)."
Miller mentioned several ways in
which the financial aid office assists
the drive for diversity. There are a
number of Allen Scholarships,
which are merit-base-d scholarships
for African-Americ- an students.
Miller also said that in the category
.
of need-base- d aid, "the policy we
are given by the administration
works hard to give African-Americ-an
students the most generous and
we can afford."
"Wooster is concerned with eth-
nic and racial diversity, as well as
socioeconomic diversity," said
Miller.
To Keep Diversity: The Office of
Black Sto-Jen- t Affairs
At Wooster, a great concert has
not only been the numbers of mi
A negative
I studied self-ima- ge in a sociol-
ogy class, and we discussed it
through e-ma- ils. The theme was
"Does self-ima- ge change? If so,
how?" Most students argued that
their self-ima- ge changed and de-
scribed how their self-imag-es' had
shifted from high school to college.
All of them said that their self-imag-es
became better because they
gained more, friends and wider
minds. It seemed like they were en--'
joying college life at Wooster.
I also remember that I gained a
better self-ima- ge when I entered
college in Japan four years ago. Ev-
erything was new and attractive. My
college life there was completely
different from my high school life,
which was conservative and oppres- - .
sive. ' .
' After I enjoyed Waseda Univer-
sity life for three and a half years,
in Tokyo, my hometown, I came to. '
America. When I arrived at Wooster,
almost two months ago, the most
shocking thing was that all the in--'
ternational students besides me
spoke English fluently. Most of
them use English in the daily life of --
their home countries and those who
come from non English-speakin-g . --
countries have been living in the
U.S. for many years and had little
problem with English. Though En-
glish is a required course at high
school and I have been studying Ea- -. i
oice Thursday, October 23, 1997 -
nority students, but keeping the stu-
dents who come. African-Americ-an
student retention rates have been a
matter ofconcern at Wooster for the
better part of the decade. The African-A-
merican retention rate for
1997 was 61 percent compared to a
76 percent rate for the over-a- ll cam-
pus population. In charge of bring-
ing up that rate is Associate Dean
for Black Student Affairs Kim
Rodger-Ferguso- n;
.
According to "Griot," a publica-
tion of the Office of Black Student
Affairs, there are three common
themes that their office has discov-
ered among those who have with-
drawn. .The first reason listed was
missing classes, and the second was
not getting assistance when in aca-
demic trouble; both reasons are
common to most students who leave
Wooster. Third, "some students
have simply expressed that the en-
vironment is not very comfortable,
particularly amongst other black
students . . -
'Efforts to improve retention be-
gin at African-Americ- an Orienta-
tion. In this program, students who
Rodger-Fergus- on said are "prima-
rily black, but also some Hispanic
and international students" are in-
troduced to faculty members, stu-
dent organizations, their peers and
other black student leaders and,
"anything or any place where they
affect on international
glish for six years, I come from a
country where people never use
English' in daily life. I started En-
glish study with "This is a pen,"
memorized vocabulary words one
by one, learned grammar and excep-
tions (English has a lot of exceptions
in grammar!) and dictated tapes to
improve my listening comprehen
sion. I kept studying
English for six years
this way but still I
couldn't understand
when' someone said
"I'm from Pakistan."
I still feel as if I am
mentally handi-
capped. I have prob-
lems with communi-
cating with people,
even in a very short
conversation. When
someone says a short
word to me, I may not Mio
understand because it Guestis too short and fast
Ikeda
Columnist
When someone speaks long sen-
tences to me, L again, don't under-
stand because I cannot keep concen-
trating for such a long time. And if I
don't understand what someone
says the conversation does not keep
going, and I feel deeply I am incom-
petent The self-ima- ge that I had in
my home country broke down com-
pletely., ,. ,'-,.;-.- v.v. . v.,
(. The; situation-i- s worse In the-cas-e :
Oberlin and Wooster, at a Glance
t QQ7 Wooster OJgrJin'
- (without Conservatory)
Total population 1778 2508 .' .
Percentages
International . 8.0 3.6
African-America- n 4.5 8.4
Native American .
.
1
--
.
1 y
Asian-America- n' 1.8 " 8.6 '
Latino 1 4.5 -
White . 83.9 74.0
. might become involved." .
"We thought that the students
- needed to be introduced to the cam--
pus very differently," said Rodger- -.
.Ferguson. " . .
; : OBSA does academic advising
- and pairs students with tutors, as
'
well as, according to Rodger-- .
Ferguson, "trying to serve as a liai-
son between faculty and student"
These activities address the first
two retention problems. The third
r is more difficult of a problem, and
Rodger-Fergus-on and her office has
been trying to create dialogue about
it She believes h is crucial to create
. programs where people "talk to each
other to break those barriers down."
Programs like Black History.
.
Month and the Martin Luther King
celebrations attempt to include those
who have not been part of the race
relations discussion. Rodger--
when I talk with more than two
people. They keep talking so fast
mat I can never take part in the con-
versation. Even if I happen to un-
derstand what they are talking
about, the topic goes to the next one
while I am getting ready to speak.
Even if I can follow the chatter, they
use slang and jokes, which I will
never understand.
The first survival tech-
nique I've learned is, to
smile. I became able to
choose a smile to suit the
speaker's atmosphere,
and I became sensitive to
the tone of the topic. I re-
member that two weeks
.
after I put my self in the
middle of chaos, I called
home and said, "These
days I can understand the
topic on which people are
talking." .
, I am still struggling in '--i
the chaos, and I can't rec
reate my self-ima- ge yet Language
ability is not the only obstacle to
communication: cultural . back-
ground is another. As long as we live
on the same planet and as long as
America has a huge influence on
every country, of course we share
some aspects ofculture. But we are
not always talking about Hollywood
movies, ecological problems and an
exploration --of Mars People-- talk -;
Ferguson cited the many discussions
on campus this semester about race
relations, some run by Rainbow,'
Dream and Dene houses, as positive
steps to increasing the dialogue
about race relations.
Another aspect Rodger-Ferguso- n .
looks at is how well minorities are
represented in campus organiza- - --
tions. "A large part ofhas jto do with :.
groups," said Rodger-Ferguso- n. She . ..
believes it is important for group
leaders and members to attend the
meetings of other groups, and at-
tempt to "learn more about other . .
people's issues." i ,
Rodger-Fergus- on also stressed
that the Office ofBlack Student Af-
fairs is not just for African-Ameri-c- an
students. It is for alL according V
to Rodger-Ferguso- n, "who want to
know what the issues are concern- - '
ing race relations.;- - "r v-- b 't.v-- A
self-image
about more daily things and once '
one fails to catch the information,
one can never keep up with the con-- "t
versation, which is the most impor-- : :
tant way to make friends.
Granted, the way of thinking is
different, too. Many people at ,-W- ooster
'
are Christian, and I have
had a couple of chances to talk about
religion with American students.' --
I'm not a religious person, but aj. r
least I don't deny or impose any re-- .
ligion. Yet some people are so pi--
.
ous that they can't imagine a world
.
.
ofnot which is not Christian, which .
surprised me. When they talk about
the' world, they think about only the
Western Christian world, even in s
front of me, as if any other world
does not exist . .- --
As I live in the U.S. and I like
Wooster, I want to respect the cul- -
-- ,ture here, but sometimes I cannot ', --
help feel like people show too little ---'
.
interest in non-Americ- an culture. ;
People are interested in and wel- - .
come traditional culture such as --
Kimono yet I have to admit that
these is a huge gap between the in-
formation Japanese people have r
- about America and the information .
American people have about Japan. .
.
I will stay at Wooster for seven
more months. I hope I can improve .
my English and that I can be a help ;
to diminishing the imbalance of '
i awareness of .bpUvcountnes V'A.-7jV- :
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AJewish experience
The most talked about Jewish stu-
dents on a college campus in
America today are not at The Col-
lege of Wooster, they are at, Yale
University. The Yale 5" are receiv-
ing a lot of publicity because these
five Orthodox Jewish first-ye- ar stu-
dents will not live in the dormito-
ries at Yale. The reason for this is
because they are extremely religious
and the dorm lifestyle goes against
much of what they be
lieve. However, these
five first year students
knew before they
even came to Yale mat
it is a requirement for
all first and second
year students to live in
the dorms. Yale is re-
sisting their request to
live in an off campus
house and insisting
that dorm living in a
multi-faithcultur- al
context is p of a Aaron Woloff
Guest ColumnistYale education,Before I evi un--
packed one of ' bags at Wooster I
knew that I would not be able to eat
kosher foods daily nor would I be
able to choose what Synagogue I
would attend. However, I knew all
of this before I even set foot on the
College campus. I made a long and
hard decision to not be surrounded
by my culture and religion for four
years of my life. When I arrived on
campus in the fall of 1996, mere was
not a Jewish- - Students Orientation,
no Jewish community outreach pro--.
gram to help me make the transition
to college or to help me understand
the fact that if I want to eat a kosher
meal outside of my home I would
have to drive an hour away.
One of the first things mat I did
my first few weeks at Wooster was
try and find the Jewish community
of Wooster and at the College. Af-
ter attending Knesseth Israel (the
synagogue in Wooster), I began to
meet a family and I found the Jew-
ish community. HilleL which is the
Jewish students group, also helped
a great deal. First, it brings Jewish
students together and second, it of-
fers a chance for students who share
an interest in Judaism to get to-
gether .
..-
-
. r
."'-
-
The most rewarding part ofbeing
Jewish at this school is the opportu-
nity to educate, share, and explain
my religion on --a daily basis. My
first semester at the College of
Wooster I did a lot of explaining,
from what that thing on my door-
post is a Mezuzah, ( muh-ZOO-zu- h:
a small, flat box which many
Jews attach Jo their doorposts .to
honor the Biblical commandment to
inscribe the words' of God "on the
Campus Issues editors:
"
Aaron Rupert nd Dum Packer
Columnist photos: i ' ' v
.
- , David Heisserer
doorpost of thy house and upon thy
gates") to the reason for various
holidays. Last year when Hanuk-ka- h
rolled around, I invited my hall
to a little Hanukkah party, where I
explained the meaning of and an-
swered questions pertaining to the
holiday. Every person on my hall
showed up. So after searching I did
find both Jewish students and oth-
ers withaiunterest in the faith; they
nave oecome a very im-
portant part of me. .' . . r
It is hard to be Jewish
on ' The '--: College of
Wooster's campus, just as
it is hard to be any minor-- "
ityon The College of
Wooster's campus. . 1
would like to say that the
College is making a con-
scious effort to add more
of a Jewish dimension
here. They do support the
Hillel. They approve dif-
ferent course to be taught
about the religion, the
people, and the Holo
caust. Some other things that I
would like to see at the College are
kosher foods, more recruiting of
Jewish students, and an adminis-
trative staff member who could
help out the Jewish students. One
thing that being Jewish on-- the
Colleges campus did for me was
to make me more dependent on
myself for spiritual help because
there are not that many students
like me here. v; .'"
Oberlin and
Dawn Packer
Oberlin College is 120& people
larger and 10 percent less white man
Wooster. Bom are Great Lakes Col-- V
lege Association members; the ad-
missions buildings are scarcely 60 --
miles apart What accounts for the
difference in diversity? . .- - . ":i
Aaron Milenski of Oberlin's ad-- 4
missions department credits it par- -
tially to historical circumstance. "
The city was a stop on the Under- - i
ground Railroad, and the college
was the firstAmerican institution to ?
accept students ofcolor. Such facts
are notable, so "students of colors-hea- r
about us and come to us,Mi
Milenski said. "One thing I know J
about college admissions is that cer---ta-in
things about a school, reputation-
-wise, perpetuate themselves. --?
Oberlin's active recruiting mem--;
ods are comparable to those at?-Woost- er,
but Milenski identified?:
"campus resources" as a "big issue"
in recruiting minority students. ,1
Oberlin's faculty and administration?
--
, are ethnically diversified and works
.' in departments which include East
Asiam, Third World, and Judaic and j
Near East Studies. Last year's Com--
mencement speaker was a professor -
Diversity
Am I the epitome of the strong,
abrasive black female against the
currents of racism, sexism and
classism? Am I the ghetto child
born from the womb of
the streets and nurtured
in the arms' of violence
and chaos J Am I an.
aberration m the ocean
of humanity differ-
ent, inferior and devi-
ant? xWhen someone :
mentions diversity, a re-
flection of a mirror en-
compassing millions of
images enters my mind.
I see confusion and in- -,
trigue as millions .of
people look at their re-- ; TondaVflections and define,
what they See based on Guest
Lee
Columnist
their tangible attributes.. . : ": '
I am the deep brown rooted in the
bark ofa tree. I am poor in society's
eyes, yet rich in the eyes ofmy peers
who share the same burdens. I am
Black, African-America- n, Colored
and Negro. - I am somebody with
wide lips that utter the words of my
heart, vibrant eyes like the stars and
hair like the ocean's waves com-
pressed or flowing. Do you know
who I am? .
So the light fades and my reflec-
tion disappears, a shadow, appears
in the foreground and I wonder what
has become of my self. I do not see
anything so I no longer exist Yet
my heart palpates, my mind won-
ders and my soul seeks. :
Wooster
from Berkeley's Ethnic Studies de-
partment, and his presence sparked
debate over whether to institute such
a program at Oberlin. ,
Nearly 45 percent of Oberlin stu-
dents, participate in .cultural clubs
ranging from the Slavic Folk Choir to
La AlianzaLatina. TJ Multicultural
Resource Center in Wilder Student
Union provides a springboard for all
groups of students who might feel
under-represente- d.'
. Instead of - language suites;
Oberlin has language houses. . The-colleg- e
museums currently host dis
plays of 18th-centu-ry Italian paint-
ings and contemporary Japanese art --
A look at the message boards around
campus and the announcements -
taped to sidewalks when weather
permits reveals a plethora of Jew-
ish, African American and Asian-orient- ed
" 'groups. , - -- f
.-
-"
Aside from Oberlin's greater
name recognition,' its acclaimed;
Conservatory division may offer an
advantage to draw students from
diverse backgrounds. 'Numerical
comparisons show little difference. --
The Conservatory is under 70 per-
cent white, and 12 percent of the --
music students are international."
Eliminating music students from the
9un,The College pfArts and JSci--?
is more ttiah
Society assumes that all persons
see themselves through identical
mirrors and that the configurations
used to construct that universal mir
ror apply to everyone.
The mass media per-
petuates that all African-A-
mericans con-
form to society's stereo-
types as being chicken-eatin- g,
lethargic hip-ho- p"
fanatics. To ad--
dress those stereotypes,
we simply bring a mi--'
crpcosm of races on
campus and 'proclaim
that we are diverse. .'.
We look in the mirror!
and see different races
and ethnicities and rave .
that we have achieved a
. diverse student body. In
fact, diversity is often confused with '
tokenism. If we have X number of
people, then we are diversified. .
On the contrary,. America since
slavery has been technically diver-
sified, especially in towns where
slave populatiYns were equal to
whites. The muror looked differ- -'
ent; it had difienit images. Yet a
key component to diversity was ne-
gated: a voice. Diversity surpasses
the questions of simply who is mere;
it probes the assumption that every
person has unique experiences to
offer a community. Regardless of
your social or biological attributes,
you are unique and that uniqueness .'.
should be intertwined into public '
the
ences is still 74 percent white, con-
trasted with Wooster's 84 percent
Interestingly, Oberlin College draws
less than four percent of its Arts and
Sciences enrollment from outside
the United States (less than half of
Wooster's international population).
. Oberlin's campus is replete with
diversity..- - A walk around Tappan
Square offers Chinese characters,
. international flags, art celebrating
';" the Underground Railroad heritage
of the town, signs for Asian studies
".. fellowships, Jewish women's orga-- -
- nizations and black men's support ;
groups, Chinese percussion con-- --
certs, residences geared to cultural --
education, faces of all shades. And
yet their publications, ' like
- Wooster's, complain of elitism, seg- -
legation and insensitivities. ; '
How would Obies react to a cam-- -:
pus where international flags are in
' the student union's basement instead
ofon the most visible corner ofcam-- :
pus? Where; instead of -- : a"
" Multicultural Resource Center, there
are separate offices for blacks and '
international students into which "
few white Americans bother to en--
ter? Where squirrels come in more
colors than professors? ' ' :i
--
; Maybe they would give it the ben"
,i it4afc the aiobvconslderijig i
statistics
. discourse and thinking. Unless
people are judged on the content of
their character and not the color of .
their skin, we will never be diversi-- r
fled, only individual groups occu-
pying the same space. - ::
As college students; we con-
stantly grapple with issues ofdiver-
sity. However, if we dim the lights,
can we describe me person behind
, the shadow? , Can we see behind
society's masks? When will we re-
discover the beauty ofhumanity and
begin to. value people as individ-
ualsnot representatives ofa group?
In order to ignite our human passion;
we must conquer our fears, confront
our silence, and .toss aside bur in-
difference. This battle starts in the
classroom and at meetings, forums,
or discussions. --a .
It commences with words and .
manifests itself in our actions. Truly
diverse campuses do not emphasize
race; they emphasize human person-
ality and experiences. The chal-
lenge is finding people to commit
to this battle even if it dismantles
their beliefs or questions their faiths.
To conclude, diversity can only be
achieved through interaction, dia-
logue and the acceptance and under-
standing ofhuman differences. This
ardent task awaits our advent into
the 21st century. I pray that Wooster
leads the battle iqptead of stagnat-
ing into the future.
Our future resides in your hands.
Mold it well.
difference
- Oberlin's 30-ye- ar head start and
free-dunki- ng history.. Maybe they
would laugh (or sigh) and go back
to their Slavic folk songs. Maybe
they would return to Lorain County
to write a grateful editorial to the
.
"Review" about Oberlin's many eth-
nic facets, flawed though they may
appear from the inside. - "
.
r Maybe, if Wooster were luck, '
they would share their secrets. -
V "''r'V.
;! (
9
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- , ; - photo by James Roller
Passers-b- y examine the memorial ' -
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Steel drums and an acoustic guitar
t 1 " (
Photo Courtesy of the Trinidad Tripoli Steel Band
The Trinidad Tripoli Steel Band and their oil drums
Amelia Kays
This upcoming Parents' Weekend
offers two opportunities to enjoy the
sounds of rock and roll provided by
both the oil drumspfthe-Trinida- d
Tripoli SteerBaridT" and thVguitar
accompanied-voca- ls of musician
Eric Engerbretson.
Appearing at 8 p.m. tomorrow, the
steel band will fill McGaw Chapel
with the rhythmic beats of rock and
roll, classical, calypso and reggae
music. The group, which has per-
formed at over 500 othericolleges
and universities, is made up of five
to six members who sing, dance and
chant whileplaying
empty oil ffl 'til"
drums. --'' t:,(The band f' Ifwas formed
ltUt41ft"f'i tl riO . i IH
It a lrtl ffat; i . ,i t i
i tint t I t ft
in 1951 by 1
Hugh Borde, who has been its leader
since that time. All of the band
members are Borde 's children.
They have been playing together for
over 20 years. Borde claims that
"being a family is what helps in our '
success."
In the 20 years that the Bordes
have performed together, they have
appeared before the Queen of En-
gland, United States Presidents
Ronald Reagan and George Bosh,
and made several major television
appearances on such shows as The
Ed Sullivan Snow."
Additionally, the band toured for
two years with the pianist Liberace,
who brought the group into the
United States. The steel band won
a Grammy award for their 1972 gold
album "Liberace Presents."
The group recently released a new
album entitled "Hit Hot Like Fire,"
and are just finishing a tour of col-
leges in the United States before
heading for the Island of Guam in
November. The band enjoys play-
ing for college students because ca-
lypso is a "new form of music and
we feel that our concerts are educa-
tional for college students," Borde
explained.
"Sometimes the audience gets up
and dances because the music is
bright and lively," said Borde. "We
have a good time playing."
"A video of the band will be
shown at Lowry Center in the first
floor lobby both today and tomor-
row during the lunch and dinner
hours so that students can be ex-
posed to what the band is like," ex-
plained Christina Graham, assistant
director of student activities.
Claiming that he can "play a top
forty song from any year in the last
eight decades," singer and acoustic
guitarist Eric Engerbretson will per-
form this Saturday at Mom's Truck
Stop from 8 p.m. until 10 pjn.
Like the Trinidad Tripoli Steel
Band, Engerbretson also performs
a wide variety of music, including
blues, jazz, alternative and country .
tunes along with original songs.
Engerbretson i press release claims
that "he enjoys letting his listeners
Wboster.
take a concert in whatever direction
they wish and his huge repertoire
makes it possible.
Engerbretson's booking agent
Meleia Day claims that "the size of
his repertoire is incredible ... he
.
knows a lot of songs and he knows
all of them very well.'
Engerbretson's show will be espe
cially appropriate for Parents Week
end in that he plays a "range of
music spanning many years which
both parents and students know well
music that everyone will love," he
explained. .
While playing a variety of styles,
Engerbretson s favorite is jazz mu
sic. "The reason that jazz is his
favorite being that those styles are
mostly improvisation. I never play
ajazz song the same way twice. In
fact, Engerbretson never plays a
concert the same way twice. "For
250 shows a year for 12 years, I've
never used the same set list twice,"
he explains.
He has sold 12,000 custom al-
bums, and recently signed with
Whitestone Records in Los Ange-
les. This July his album, "Lead Me
to Life," was released in the United
States, Holland and Denmark.
Engerbretson has quite an inter-
national following; - he toured Eu-
rope and Japan from 1985 to 1990.
He has also been seen on prime-tim- e
television in Holland, Denmark and
Poland. "I'm always amazed at how
much they know about American
music," he said of playing for for-
eign audiences.
Engerbretson plans to continue
his international success with future
tours in Albania, Romania, Bulgaria,
India, Russia, Australia and South
Africa.
His international experiences are
what lead him to learn such a wide
variety of music, "playing on the
street in Europe for change to sup-
port myself
people wouldiff ask 'Can you
. . ,i " do mis song?'
ftfr.,,, I was always
interested in
history, so I
started to learn who performed each
hit and when. Eventually I was in-
spired to learn a hit for every year
of the last 80 years. My goal is to
learn one for every year of this cen-
tury before the century ends," ex-
plained Engerbretson.
"I especially like playing for the
college audience because the stu-
dents are very energetic and in tune
with messages in songs,"
Engerbretson said. Day agrees,
Trie relates really well to the stu-
dents and develops a rapport with
the audience," she explains of her
client.
"I really try to make my conceits '
a relaxed setting," be explains. T
want people to be comfortable with
me."
" si. n'l
How was your summer?
Sally Thelen
After watching "I Know What
You Did Last Summer," I have real-
ized why I was never popular in high
school. It had nothing to do with me
not being pretty enough, daring the
captain of the football team, wearing
the right clothes, or being on the
cheerleading squad. I was just too
smart for that I don't mean that in
the academic sense, but in the "valu-
ing my life too much" sense. As any
good teen scream flick will attest to,
it is always the pretty popular kids that
die first The way I figure it, with my
stunning good looks, I barely made
it to graduation. It was just the popu-
larity factor that allowed me to sur-
vive.
The film opens in a small, sleepy
seaside town in North Carolina.
Four high school friends are cel-
ebrating the Fourth of July and their
last summer together before they go
their separate ways. Each and ev
ery one of them are perfect there
fore making them prime candidates
for horror movie tragedy. Helen
(Sarah Michelle Gellar) is the re
cently crowned Croaker Queen and
is looking forward to an illustrious
.
career as a soap opera star. Her
cocky boyfriend, Barry (Ryan
Phillippe), has a new BMW and is
going to be playing college football.
Julie (Jennifer Love Hewitt) is so
darn spunky and smart, and she's
dating Ray (Freddie Prinze, Jr.) the
poor boy who was able to beat the
odds and hang with the cool kids.
All of a sudden their blissful popu-
lar existence is shattered when they
accidentally run into something in the'
Beginning Friday at
Cinemark
Movies 10
The Peacemaker (R)
Playing God (R)
Seven Years in Tibet (PG-1- 3)
I Know What You Didlt Summer (R)Kiss the Girls (R)
Devil's Advocate (R)
Gattaca (PG-1-3)
In and Out (PG-1- 3)
Gang Related (R) .
Rocket Man (PG)
A Life Less Ordinary (R)
Fairy Tale: A True Story (PG)
Thursday,October 23, 1997
road in Barry's new Bearner. Well, as
you can probably guess, it wasn't a ,
deer, but a human, and in order to pro--
tect their happy lives they decide to
hide the body. A year later they learn
the invaluable lesson that you can't
forgot the past when Julie starts get-
ting letters in the mail over the sum-
mer that are even more frightening ,
than her report card. The brat pack
gets together and has a go at trying toa
: find out who knows what they were
up to last summer (and look gorgeous
while doing it). 4
Kevin Williamson's script shows
,
the knowledge of a tried and true-horro- r
movie writer. Cheesy lines
abound, including "I'm the only one .
who can understand your pain,"
whimpered by the doleful eyed Helen ,
to her moody, misunderstanding boy- -
friend. Directed by Jim Gillespie, "I
Know What You Did Last Summer"
is only saved from wretchedness by,,
the fact that it is well made. The scenes J
are dark and haunting, the cast is fairly
believable in their stereotypical roles, j
and the death sequences are gory ,
enough. But ifyou are looking for the
scary smarts and satirical savvy of
"Scream," try waiting for the sequel. dThe most frightening thing about this , '
film are the impossibly large breasts'1 .
on the waif-lik- e Hewitt who barely
looks a day over twelve.
- If you want to get back at all those j
popular kids in high school, watch this
movie then imagine the outcome hap-
pening to the vilest cheerleader on the r
squad at your school. Or if you were
that bead cheerleader or football star,
well, you might want to go to sleep
with your lights on and your doors j
locked for the next couple nights. ;
1:20,7:20 p.m.
4:20,10:10 p.m.
1:00, 4:00, 7:00, 9:50 pjn.
1:05,4:05,7 :05,9:30 p.m.
1:25,4:25,7 :25, 10:15
1:10,4:10,7 10, 10:05 p.m.
1:35,4:35,7: 35, 10:00
1:40,4:40,7: 40, 9:45 pjn.
9:55 pan.
1:45,4:45,7 :45pjn.
1:15,4:15,7 :15,.9:35 pjn.
1:30,4:30,7: :30, 9:40 p.m.
1-
-2 pjn. Shows are Sat, Sun., Mon., Wed. only.
Sorry, no passes.
For complete listings any time, call 345-875- 5.
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Zander 9 and beyond
Katie Huber
With "The Threepenny Opera"
opening tonight, director Alexander
Brietzke certainly has been keeping
busy. While teaching three classes,
he not only has to juggle papers,
projects and meetings, but also the
lengthy rehearsals that are necessary
to make this a musical Wooster will
never forget.
This year marks Brietzke's fourth
at Wooster, following two years of
teaching at Lehigh University in
Pennsylvania. His own college ca-
reer followed a lengthy and com-
mendable track, resulting in a doc-
torate from. Stanford in theatre.
Though he had aspirations of major-
ing in either acting or Russian, the
influence ofhis father encouraged him
to focus on directing. Fortunately for
Wooster, this decision has led Brietzke
to lend his talents to directing produc-
tions such as Temptation' arid, most
recently. The Threepenny Opera," on
campus.
"I have a lot of admiration for
Bertolt Brecht as a writer, he com-
ments, referring to "Threepenny." "I
like things mat couldn't convert to
TV or a film.' Brietzke also points
out the subtle humor and dark, dan-
gerous tone in the play.
Originally titled The Beggar's
Opera," Wooster's performance of
Musical: Threepenny Opera
8:15 p.m. Freedlander Theatre.
Tickets required. ; :- -, ; 1
Art Exhibit: "Striped Illu-
sions by Marsha Kristenson
Oct 23-N- ov 8, LC Art Wall
Concert: Trinidad Tripoli
Steel Band : :y.:, :j
8 pjn.,McGaw ChapcL- - K
Musical: Threepenny Opera
8: 15 p.m., Freedlander Theatre.
Tickets required.
-
Sa
Scot Pipe Band Serenade
'4 p.m., President's House v
' . .Lawn.
Movie: Everyone Says I Love
You '--. -c ,.- -
7:30 and ia30pjru,MateerAud ,
Cost is $1.00 . -
.
..f .- -. .i.--.
Musical: Threepenny Opera -
Tickets required. ,
"The Threepenny Opera" has a
unique style to it. Not only did
Brietzke add his own sub-tid- e, "a
- bourgeios experience designed to
please a mass audience," but he has
given the play the air of a Las Vegas
review. "It should provoke some
thought," he comments, describing
how he had placed the play in New
York in the 1950s instead of the
1920s in Germany as it was origi-
nally written. He hopes this will
keep the play interesting and appeal-
ing to the audience,' sprinkled with
hidden humor for the cautious ear.
"It has an edge to it," Brietzke re-
marked.
The talented director has directed
several other plays at the college
level over the years, including
Three Sisters," "Brigadoon," and
The Man of Mode." He has also --
performed in several plays, includ-
ing "Hamlet" and The Crucible,"
which he says has strengthened his
directing. "You learn a lot about
being a director by being directed,"
he commented.
In the future, Brietzke would like
to see "Sweeney Todd," "Macbeth,"
and. The Grapes of Wrath" pro-
duced at Wooster. He also looks
forward to his leave next year, which
will give him a semester off-camp- us
to pursue his own interests. Pri-
marily, he looks forward to catch- -
;! Siztday "
Musical: Threepenny Opera
2 p.m., Freedlander Theatre.
Tickets required. Also runs Fri-
day and Saturday at the same
'
" time.
.
'
Classic FCm: 42nd Street :
7:30 p.m., Mateer Aud. ? ; v
The film is brought to you by the
SAB free of charge. r ;
5 - Wednesday -
Lecture: A Covenant for Rich
and Poor Nations? : ;
7:30 pjil, Jo Marie Griesgraber,
'Lean Lecture Hall .
Comedian: Nebl Bobal 1 T
10 p.m., the Underground, $.50.
Submission to This Week in Art
should be send to box C-31- 87,
Attention: Babcock o'rLicht, or
call the Voice office at x2598.
--
I
ing up on his reading and he hopes
to publish something on Eugene
O'Neill, an influential American
playwright who is the focus of one
of Brietzke's classes.
.
More immediately, Brietzke looks
forward to spending rime with his
two "children and watching
Alabama's football team. He also ,
hopes to clean his desk once the
chaos of The Threepenny Opera"
has settled down.
Though Brietzke loves the excite-
ment and message of the theatre,
there are things about his job he
could do without For example, he
.
finds grading and returning papers
a waste of time, although he does
enjoy reading what his students have
written." He has other minor pet
peeves, as well. "I don't like meet-
ings much," he admits.: "Wooster's
big on meetings."
The Threepenny Opera" cer-
tainly consumes a large portion of
Brietzke's time, froiji 15 to 20 hours
a week; Yet despite all the labor and
apprehension prior to opening night,
Brietzke makes it quite clear that the .
show's value to the campus and the
community is worm his time. It is a
chance to not only display the tal-
ent and enthusiasm of Wooster's the-
atre department, but also to kick off
Parent's Weekend with humor and
finessed '
Threepenny": Art for
Nathaniel Barr
In ttiMtrv mdru nlnv that th Th.
atre department produces should be
something that the department be-
lieves students either want to see or
should see. Rarely, however, have
these occasionally conflicting goals
been combined so well as in the
upcoming production of "The
Threepenny Opera." The billing pro-
claims that "The Threepenny Opera"
is a "bourgeois extravaganza designed
to please a mass audience," and as its
director states, it is "concerned about
the connections between the art we
participate in and watch and the real
world that we live in."
.
The above mentioned director is
theatre professor Alexander Brietzke, .
and it is his vision that audiences will
watch on stage. Brietzke has adapted
Bertolt Brecht's "The Threepenny
Opera," itself an adaptation of John
Gay's The Beggar's Opera," in a way
that he hopes will both delight and
challenge the audience.
The story revolves around
Macheath, a.k.a. Mack the Knife, a
notorious murderer, rapist, and thief.
Macheath, portrayed by Christopher
Matsos '00, seduces and marries
Polly Peachum, played by Allison
Wilmot '00. Her father, Jeremiah
Peachum, played by Adam Budd
'00, is the owner of a beggar's op--
Brietzke avoids meetings by living in the
' eration, and is quite upset by his
daughter's marriage. He vows to
avenge this dishonor by aiding the
police in capturing the elusive
Macheath.
But much to his dismay, the Chief
ofPolice, T5ger Brown (Gregory Licht
'98), is Mack's best friend. Tiger
Brown often helps Mack in his thefts
.
by warning him of coming raids, and,
he keeps Macheath's record clean.
Peachum and his wife (Robin Ray
'98) threaten Brown to arrest
Macheath or they will expose his cor-
ruption. The Peachums enlist the help
of Mack's "showgirl" lover Jenny
Diver (Kristina Stoll '99) to aid in
Macheath's capture. Eventually,
Macheath is caught, not only by the
police, but by his two wives,' Polly
Peachum and Tiger Brown's daugh--
ter, Lucy Brown QHekU doughty 99).
In the end, however, Macheath tri-
umphs on all fronts.
To many, this would sound like a --
fairly typical plot for a musical and
perhaps not a sufficient reason to at-
tend. As Brietzke explains, how-
ever, the play' is a, "satire critiquing
the kind of art forms that are deemed
high-bro- w, specifically opera." If the
plot sounds like a typical musical, it
is intentional, but Brietzke promises
that viewers will not leave feeling like
they have jast watched a standard the-
atrical production.
The cast and crew have assembled
Photo by David Heisserbr
theater, at least during rehearsals.
the masses
a show that Brietzke claims is a "Las
Vegas show spectacle combined
with a prizefight." This is what the
people "want" to see. Set in New
York City in the 1950's, much of the
behavior depicted in the play is out-
rageous and even offensive. The
audience may be shocked by the re-
versal of values that the play por-
trays as if it were normal.
"The Threepenny Opera" is in-
tended to be entertaining, but in a
way that makes the viewers ask why
they were entertained by something
so contrary to their professed mor-
als. Brietzke offers that the play
portrays "images in the world: this
is us" and for this reason the play
will help people feel more humane
and think more carefully about what
they find entertaining.
- One of the highlights of the show
is Kurt Weil's jazzy music. Best
known for the song "Mack the Knife,"
the music binds the work together.
Professor Jeffrey Lindberg is the mu-
sic director for The Threepenny Op-
era"; the vocal director is Catherine
Robison; and Todd E. Rahney is the
accompanist and vocal coach.
The scenic design, which includes
a boxing ring and a New York City.
Las Vegas skyline, was done by
Wooster Theatre professor. Dale
please see THREEPENNY
OPERA, page 13
r
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Faces of the
Rachel Freeman with her award-winnin- g
Kevin Egan
.
"A picture is worth a thousand
' words. Yes, it is cliche but for those
students who studied abroad this past
yefhephotographs that they took
captured, in an instant, the essence
of their entire trip. The photographs
represent an entire range of human
experience and emotion, and will
have personal meaning to each indi-
vidual who views them.
.
There were 250 entries in this
year's contest, and the ten winning
photographs were determined by the
presence of one or more of the fol-
lowing criteria: cultural diversity,
citylandscape, peopleportraits,
spirit of place, and abstractions. Thejudges of the contest were Matt
Dilyard (campus photographer, news
services), Carolyn Durham (French,
Women's Studies), and Kitty
McManus Zurko (art curator).
Rachel Freeman '97 spent five
months studying at Tel Aviv Univer-
sity in Israel. Being Jewish herself,
the trip back to her homeland and the
experience of the culture there gave
her a chance to, as she stated, "en-
hance her Jewish identity." Her pic-
ture captures a beautiful sunset on the
beach at Tel Aviv. She commented,
"it was amazing to to be able to take a
walk on the beach in the middle of
January."
Although she said that she hates
taking pictures, Freeman returned
home with 25 rolls of film. But, this
JL
world in photo contest
Photo by David Heisserer
Tel Aviv photo.
photograph in particular "repre-
sented the beauty of Israel" to her.
Wende Bitler '97's studies took
her to Granada, Spain. ' The win-
ning picture that she found there
was of a group jof chairs Jined up
on a wall outside a bar. It was at
this bar that an old man began to
sing and play the guitar in the Fla-
menco tradition the flight before.
The next photograph takes the
viewer to Cuenca, Ecuador, where
Emily Coleman 97 exposes a little
known fact about the use ofcrosses
in this city. The crosses placed on
the comers of buildings, as depicted
in the picture, are used to deter men
from urinating on the buildings be-
cause there is a severe lack of bath-
room facilities.
Two of the winning pictures
came from Lisa Kola '97s trip to
Washington D.C. One combines
the beauty of nature with the maj-
esty of man-mad- e architecture; in
the foreground is a cherry blossom
Hours: Monday-Frida- y 6 a.m.-- 6 p.m.
Saturday 6:30 a.m.-- 5 p.m.
Sunday 7 a.m.-- 5 p.m.
Buy 3 Bagels Get 3 Free '
Located near Fmedanden in Downtown Wooetor
:''
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tree in full bloom and behind it is
the Cathedral of Saint Peter and
Saint Paul. The other shows a sec-
tion of the Vietnam Memorial with
the American flag reflected on its
ebony surface, a different view of
an image seen so many times.
A much more modern image is
presented by Tim Balon with his
photograph ofa store front in a very
fashionable district of Milan. In it
we see a perfect example of the cur
rent trend in fashion modeling.
In contrast to this contemporary
picture, Katherine Gardner'97's
photograph of a pub in London of
fers a nostalgic look into the "so-
cial, business, and political" gath-
ering spots of England. The black
and white picture of the men and
women huddled around the table
takes the viewer back to a previous
time, where anything from idle con-
versation to a heated debate about
politics could be occurring.
A striking contrast is cast by liana
Brownstein '97s photograph from
the top of a building in New York.
Two people sit on lawn chairs over-
looking the skyline of ew York
City; the two individuals are so non-
chalant, yet so out of place that it is
almost comical.
Heidi Haverkamp 97's photo-
graph of four people poking out
from behind trees lining a long path
in Aberdeen, Scotland, could be
reminiscent of "a place out of 'Alice
in Wonderland.'" .As she stated, it
could remind anyone of countless
places in the United Kingdom that
have been portrayed in movies,
books, or paintings. I could not help
but think of the Beatles and the
movie "Help!" in the playfulness
of the picture.
Finally, Karl Robillard '97's picture
from Arica, Chile, exhibits both a cul-
tural flair and a sense of warmth. The
children in this shot are brightly
adorned in native garb and the way in
which they interact radiates a glow
that only innocence can bring about
The pictures that line the wall in
Lowry have come from all over the
world, yet all represent common
themes fulfillment, companion-
ship, cultural pride, joy. For each
person that looks at the pictures they
will mean something different, just
as each person took the picture for
a different reason. But everyone can
gain in some way from the diver-
sity and beauty of these photo
graphs.
The Circle on the Square"
35
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Zebras and irises
Lauren Kulchawik
Look out for zebras and irises on
the Lowry art wall this weekend.
Watercolorist Marsha Kristenson, a
Wooster resident, will display her
paintings which range from realis-
tic to abstract subject matter.
"A lot of the pieces have images
of zebras and irises. The reason I
use them is that I like their design
element, and actually, I think they
look alike," said Kristenson.
Kristenson often uses the technique
of first painting a realistic, common-
place object, and then later begin-
ning a new piece that combines the
first object with other objects in or-
der to make a symbolic statement.
"My pieces are broken up into seg-
ments for a fractured effect Parts
ofobjects can been seen behind and
through other objects. There is a
layered effect to many of my paint-
ings."
A portion of the art wall will dis
play the Monkey Series, Kristenson 's
political commentary pieces. Each
painting makes a different political
statement, but all have the overall
theme of the necessity for justice
and social responsibility. The
Monkey Series was inspired by the
famous 'heat no evil, see no evil.
speak no evil image from England
of the three monkeys, except I've put
Tfuf aft American con16xt.'TMnidn1
keys in my pieces are like a con-- "
science.' TJhey rela'te to our respon- -
sibiUtyrpoliticaJrand socially,"
.
said Kristenson. v --
.
'
One of the Monkey Series paint- -'
ings is entitled "Noblesse Oblige,
which refers to the responsibility
that the "nobility" has for those un-
der their reign. The second suggests
images of justice and mercy; plus,
"Threepenny Opera"
continued from page 12
Seeds. The intense and exciting,
lighting is designed by guest light
ing designer Jen Grose th. The cos-
tumes, which Brietzke describes as
appropriately "lavish, garish and
grotesque," are designed by Kim
Douglas Vaughn.
Advisor Contracts B112
Friday,
''. ,i,'' itttjtr V ,
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portions of the words "justice and
"mercy" are hidden in the painting it-
self. The third is set in a Medieval
period (the Justinian era) and depicts
the image of an oppressor suggestive
of the Statue of Liberty riding a ze-
bra, with Mother Earth trodden be-
neath. Kristenson also works with
the theme of the unity of all living
creatures.
By working on sections at a time,
then letting the paint in that section
dry before continuing to paint,
Kristenson's pieces have a con-
trolled style, rather than a flowing,
loose style often seen in watercolor
paintings. "Sometimes I work in a
wet style with landscapes, but not
with this type of subject matter,"
said Kristenson. She likes to use lots
of blues and purples in her work.
Many watercolorists work on small
paper because timing is so essential
to the technique that if a portion
dries too fast or not fast enough, the
painting will not have the planned
results. Yet Kristenson paints on
relatively large paper.
Kristenson began painting after
she took a watercolor class and loved
it "I think it's watercolor painting
really beautiful, and I like the trans-
parency. I like oils, but for different
reasons, and when I'm painting dif--
ferent subjects." --
. After fourteen years working as
Chair of the Arts Department at a col-
lege preparatory school in Maine,
Kristenson moved to Ohio, and has
taught at the Wayne Cotter for theArts
for two years.
Regarding the overall mind set be-
hind her art, Kristenson stated, "I'm
becoming more and more of a social
activist through art,but I'm still inter-
ested in the' aesthetic, and so I com-
bine both elements." ;
The show will be performed
Thursday through Saturday at 8:15
p.m. at Freedlander Theatre. There
is also an afternoon production on
Sunday, Oct 26 at 2 p.m. Tickets
are required for the production and
can be obtained by calling the box
office at 263-224- 1.
Oct 31
Additional coDies will be madd
Student Organizations chartered by Campus Council are
required each semester to submit an updated Advisor r
Contract. Chartered organizations should receive the
Advisor Contract in the mail. .
available at the Lowry Center Information Desk.
Plesse be sdvised: Any orcnthns which f?f a
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Me, my mom and the
Luke Lindberg
Bob Beyer
. Tuesday night will forever be
entrenched in my mind as one of the
absolute coldest, strangest, and beer-do- g
like (I'll explain later) nights in
my entire life. Heie is the situation.
I had been sick all weekend and had
been a little under the weather on
Monday as well. Having no classes
- on Tuesday, I was sleeping in way
later than usual in kind of a coma-
tose state when all of a sudden the
phone rang."f was expecting the
voice on the other end of the line,
but not until later in the day. The
voice belonged to my dad. who re-
vealed to me that he had three tick-
ets for Tuesday night's World Series
game three and two seats for
Wednesday night's game four! Un-
believable. My dad works for a law
firm in Cleveland which has a cer-
tain number of tickets given to them
by Major League Baseball. The gen-
eral idea is that the clients are go-
ing to use them, but sometimes the
tickets slip through the cracks and
people like my dad pick up on them.
So to make this story short, I ral-
lied up one ofmy friends. Bob Beyer
'98, and we started making plans.
We set out to leave right at 6 o'clock,
wasting no time to get to the 8:20 p.m.
game on time. The third ticket to the
game would be used by my mom,
who is a die-ha- rd Tribe fan just like
the rest of my family.
Bob and I hit the road right at six,
each sporting five layers of cloth-
ing, preparing for the mid-3-0 degree
Volleyball
MkeSuszter'
After winning three out of four
: games, the volleyball team has --
dropped their last two. The team par-
ticipated in a tournament last week-
end. The Lady Scots began the day
with a match versus Ohio Wesleyan.
OWU came prepared, easily win-
ning game one 15-- 3. OWU capital-
ized on excellent serve receives and
on Wooster's unforced errors. The
Scots recovered their composure
and challenged OWU in games two
and three. Wooster's lead blocker,
Heather Dales '98, added blocks to
her total, and Mandy Rearick '00
added several kills to her season to-
tal of 228. Even after the team
Are you interested in doing
something for Wooster?
Sign up for the
Interfaith' Housing Work
Day
.Saturday, October 25th
For info call Luke (x4270)
weather that we were about to en-
counter. Now Bob and I are no
strangers to cold. As die hard Cleve-
land fans our whole lives, we had
seen the Browns play in January and
the Tribe have opening day on April
1 when the wind blew off the lake
right into the heart of Cleveland
Municipal Stadium. Bob and I were
no strangers to the tundra of Cleve-
land sports. No wind chill factor
would discourage our excitement.
World Series game three
awaited us.
tHbtdatwns
As we got off 71 North, the
sounds of Led Zeppelin, the
Stones, and The Who drove us the
toward Jacobs Field. If you No
know me even remotely well,
then you know that classic rock
gears me up and this time was
certainly no exception. I had Bob all
riled up too, and like two kids about
to be served Oreos and milk, we
were pumped to cheer on the great-
est baseball team in the world.
After parking for six bucks, not
bad considering the ridiculous
prices that are up and down the
street. Bob and I went to get the tick-
ets from my dad. We hung out with
Larry (my dad) for a while and we
ran into my mom, who was so
dressed up she looked like a Jawa
from the Star Wars movies. She was
clearly a hardened Cleveland sup-
porter. She, in fact, taught me all the
fine points on keeping feet warm
and has since coined the phrase
"long underwear is your friend."
Jacobs Field was calling our
name; so we hit the road. Me, look
stepped up their intensity, Ohio
Wesleyan proved too much for
Wooster. The Scots lost games two
and three 15-1- 0 and 15-- 9, and lost
' the match 0 games to 3.
In the second match, versus Al-
legheny, the Lady Scots came out
serving and hitting well, but this was
not enough to beat the gators.
Wooster lost the first game 15-1- 0
despite excellent support behind the
service line. In the second game, the
Scots found a hole in the defense of
Allegheny. They not only hit hard
for points, but they used their tip-
ping skills to place the ball where
Allegheny could not play it.
Wooster tied the match by winning
the second game 15-- 9. The next two
games had the exact same outcome
as the first two. Wooster lost the
third 15-- 6 and won the fourth 15-1- 3,
this once again set up the deci-
sive fifth game. This final game of
the day proved to be the most excit-
ing as well. Each team held the lead
numerous times, made unbelievable
defensive plays, and served better
than they had all day long. Despite
Wooster's efforts,-the- y lost this
game 15-1- 2 and the match 3-- 2.
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beer dog at theWorld Series
ing as stupid as usual. Bob, wear-
ing a bright orange hat that he
. bought for 4 dollar a couple hours
ago, and my mom, appearing to be
a remnant of George Lucas great-
est work. When we finally got to the
- stadium, the feeling was electric.
t Bob and I were pretty overwhelmed,
considering we only found out hours
before that we would be here to-
night. At that moment. Bob and I
both pictured ourselves back home.
Bob andI were no strangers to
tundra ofCleveland sports.
wind chill factor would
discourage our excitement.
writing papers or wrestling with
house mascot Ryan McAllister '00.
So we trudged onward and up-
ward towards section 55 1 , where the
three of us would be spending the
next four and a half hours. We had
no idea where these seats were, but
when a five is the first digit of a three
digit section, you're usually in big,
big trouble.-- As it turned out, we
were in the last row of the stadium
right behind home plate. But it
wasn't just the last row, it was some
auxiliary row that some moron had
added in as 'they finished the sta- -.
dium. I was! sitting in a seat that:
wasn't eveq the size of a small
grapefruit. It's not like I was going
to sit down during the game or any-
thing, but the guardrail that ran up
' the steps dead ended right into my
Woo CG takes it to NCAC foes
Dave WaJlkenhorst
ti
Tuesday's dual meet with Oberlin
was held at Wooster, on L.C Boles
golf course.' This dual meet repre-
sents one of the biggest rivalries in
collegiate cross country. Tradition-
ally, Oberlin has been one of the
strongest teams in the NCAC Con-
ference, and the Wooster vs. Oberlin
battle has been going on since 1930.
At the time the harriers were
coached by Carl B. Munson, who
passed the tradition on to Jim Bean,
and now Head Coach Dennis Rice
carries on the tradition. In this con-
test, the Scots were able to win by a
score of 27-2- 8 (in cross country, the
lowest score wins). The last time
that the Scots harriers won by a
single point was in 1937.
According to Coach Rice, "both
Wooster and Oberlin ran strong
races, and both teams will be major
players in the Conference meet next
weekend. I was really pleased with
the performances of Dave
Walkenhorst '99 and Tony Kauke
'98. They really stepped it up a
notch to give us the win by one."
seat Oh, lovely. Just what I need, a
nice piece of manufactured steel in
the old groin. Lovely.
.
After the game started, the beer
dog (Bob) and I started yelling the
usual obscenities while my mom
bought a beer and started adding
layers ofclothes. By the way, Bob's
nickname "beer dog," came from a
party a while ago where a dog ran
through a room with an empty case
of beer on his head. Apparently Bob
screamed "Hey, it's the beer
dog." The nickname stuck. I just
didn't want anyone to think that
Bob was an alcoholic or some-
thing.
As the innings rolled on and
on, the-Trib- e crowd got louder
' and louder. I was impressed.
The fans really gave it their all.
I even saw a little glimpse of the
old Cleveland stadium crowd dur-
ing the evening. I didn't see any
public urination, though. What a
shame.
', As the crowd got louder, how-
ever, the weather just got colder.
It was awful. Not the worst we've
even been through, but it was defi-
nitely up there. Bob's stupid $1 hat
was about as useless as a spare ap-
pendix, and his $3.50 gloves
looked mote like saran-wra- p than
fake leather. My mom was equally .
miserable, and even a hot cup of
coffee couldn't keep her there for ,
the full nine innings. She' hit the
road in the top of the ninth, as the ;
Tribe gave up seven runs to lose
the game. r: ' '
Bob and L however, braved on. '
In Saturday's approximately 4
mile race, Andrew Dawson '99 won
the race with a time of 20:20. Fol-
lowing Dawson were Allyn Peterson
'99 (3rd, 20:57), Scott Greenaway
'00 (7th, 21 :22), Robert Buckley '00
(8th, 21:26), Dave Walkenhorst '99
(9th, 21:30), Brendan McCabe '99
(10th, 21:39), Tony Kauke -- '98
(11th, 21:52), Jamie Collins '98
(13th, 22:39), Brian Gulotta '01
(15th, 22:46), Aaron Veith '99(16th,
22:57), Matt Schneider .'01 (17th,
23:16), Sridhar Chandramouli '00
(20th, 24:15), and Dan Bifano '00
(21st, 25:19). '
Women
The women's team also ran well
on Tuesday. According to Coach
Rice, "Our women's team fought a
tight battle. They were able to set
the tone early on, especially Beth
Schell 98. She Tan an outstanding
race as a senior and set the tone for
the whole race." In this contest, the
Lady Scots were able to win by a
score of 19-3- 9 (in cross country, the
We were not about to take off early
and we were clearly at the top of the
die hard Tribe fan list. In fact, as the
Marlins, you know that waste of a
payroll team from Florida, scored
seven runs in the top of the ninth, at
least three-quarte- rs of the Cleveland
crowd hit the road. I couldn't really
blame them, though, even though I
was disappointed in the crowd. But
the die hard fans stayed. That in-
cluded Bob and myself.
The bottom of the ninth rolled
around and the beer dog and I were,
about cold-bloode- d. It was pretty
bitter. So I started running around
the stadium, literally. I did a couple?
of sections at a time just to keeps
warm. It was fun, and it kept. me:
moderately warm.
Although the Tribe tacked on;
four runs in the bottom of the in-
ning, it wasn't enough. Marlins 2,
Tribe 1. There's always tonight,
though.
So Bob and I drove home, dis-
heartened because we lost but also
wired because we just experienced
the World Series. After we finally
found a parking spot behind the
football field of all places, we
trudged home. You know what I re-- T
ally enjoy, walking about two full
miles back to my house at two in
the morning because so many fresh-
men have cars that they don't even
drive. Anyway, the Beer Dog and t
are truly die hard Tribe fans and our
night at the World Series will always
be one to remember. By the way, just
wait till the Cavs open the season.
Go TRIBE!!!!!!! .
lowest score wins).
In Tuesday s 5000 meter (3.1
mile) race, Sandy Tecklenburg '01
won the race with a time of 19:54.
Following Tecklenburg were Rachel
Dawson '01 (2nd, 20:19), Beth
Huffman 99 (3rd, 20:22), Beth
Schell 98 (6th, 20:36), Christie
Judd '00 (7th, 20:46),. Laurie
Cappell '99 (8th, 20:54), Sarah
Antel '00 (13th, 21:30), Katie Pease
00 (15th, 21:56), Katherine Rath-Cours- ey
99 (16th, 22:19); Eileen
Imada '99 (17th, ,22:26), Kate
Rogers '01 (18th, 22:27), Julie
Morrison '98 (21st, 23:02), Angie
- Skaggs '01 (22nd, 23:07), Heather
Rowell '98 (23rd, 23:30), Marie
Salupo '99 (26th. 23:55), Rachel
Margherio '01 (28th, 24:40), and
Betsy Netdebeck '98 (29th, 25: 17).
Next Saturday, Nov. 1, the Lady
Scots will be racing at Earlham Col-
lege in the NCAC Conference
Championships. The team needs to
place in the top five to advance to
the NCAA Regional Champion-
ships which will be held at Rose-Hulm- an
University, in Terre Haute,
Indiana on Nov. 15.
';'. isdo?cO tvs.yu:iT
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Woo soccer splits two
Veterans leaa l-- u Saturday home win
w
W
a Photo by David Heisserer
Sestili '99 heads a ball away during Saturday's 1-- 0 victory vs. Westminster
Luke Lindberg
The Fighting Scot men's soccer
team had another strenuous week,
playing matches against last year's
national runner-u- p Kenyon and in-
dependent power Westminster. The
first mate hj. of the week, a yisit to
Kenyon' College, reunited a fierce
NCAC rivalry mat Kenyon owned
bragging rights to with a victory
over the Scots last season at Carl '
Dale Memorial Field. Westminster
visited the Scots on Saturday and
Wooster proceeded to beat them up
and down the field for a hard fought
1-
-0 victory.
Kenyon College has always been
at the top of the NCAC when it
comes to men's soccer. Wooster,
however, has always been a step ei-
ther ahead or behind them. The ri-
valry, in fact, has become stronger
and stronger over the years. For ex-
ample, two years ago, Wooster went
into Kenyon and beat the Lords in
one of the tightest, most competi-
tive games in recent memory. Last
season, Kenyon got revenge as they
knocked the Scots offon Homecom-
ing and preceded to go on to finish
second in the country. This season,
it was clearly going to be another
close finish.
Kenyon came into the match-u- p
with a stellar record and they were
perched atop the NCAC rankings.
Wooster was in a similar NCAC
position, only a few games behind
their most bitter rival. Coining off
the heels of an 8-- 0 setback to Ohio
Wesleyan, Wooster was looking to
get back into the win column against
the Lords. Unfortunately, Kenyon
would pull out a narrow 4--2 two-go- al
victory.
The Scots fought hard during the
game but couldn't overcome
Kenyon's teamwork and tough style
of play. However, good soccer was
abundant all over the' field from
Scots Ryan Catteau '98, Brian
Hansen '98, and Adam Cdrnett '98.
The Scots ballwork in both the first
and second halves was impressive
: as they weaved in and out . of the
. Lord defense, making nice runs and
finding the open man.
The Scots two goals came from
veterans Brad Pierce '99 and Travis
Nieman '98. Pierce has rebounded
fantastically from early season in-
jury, being a large asset to the Scot
attack. Look for Pierce's name to be
mentioned in post-seaso- n honors
once again. Last year he was
Wooster's lone first team all NCAC
selection.
Nieman had the other score, his
first of the year and his second ca-
reer goal as a Fighting Scot His first
came last season in an overtime loss
to independent rival Tiffin. '
The Scots second game of the
week came against Westminster, a
tough opponent, especially since the
Scots were coming off two tough
games against NCAC powers
Kenyon and Ohio Wesleyan.
The benefit, however, was that the
game marked the return home to
Carl Dale Memorial Field and the
weather couldn't have been much
nicer for the match. Good ball
movement by both teams overshad-
owed the afternoon, and the Scots
fine teamwork broke through in the
second half to register a 1- -0 victory.
Brian Hansen '98 registered the
Scots lone goal.
Overall, the game was a solid
performance for Wooster, who now
stands at 4-6- -2 overall and 1- -3 in the
NCAC It is clear that the team has
come together over the past few
weeks and now seems primed to --
overtake the competition and make
a late season run for the title.
This week, the Scots traveled to
.
Case Western Reserve yesterday
and take on Hiram on Saturday at 2
pjn. Allegheny visits Wooster on
Wednesday at 3 p.m. Go Scots and
I hope to see everyone at the game.
Football loses a
James Allakdice
, The Scot football team entered
Saturday's game against Allegheny
with a six game winning streak, dat-
ing back to last season. Allegheny
entered the conference showdown
with a ten game winning streak
against Wooster, dating back to
1985. Something had to give. And
unfortunately for the Scots,.
Allegheny's streak stayed intact.
The Scots lost a heartbreaker 28-2- 7
at Robertson Field in Meadville, Pa.
It was a hard-foug- ht offensive game
that featured two nationally ranked
teams. .'
"We are still growing as a foot-
ball program,' Wooster Head Coach
Jim Barnes said. "We weren't quite
ready to take the final step."
.
The Scots played as well as, and
for most of the
game, better
than the
Gators, but
struggled to
put the ball in
the end zone
despite nu-
merous op-
portunities.
The Scots got
on the board
with a Ben
Arnold '00 34
yard field,
goal. As the
first quarter
wound down,
the Gators
took the lead..
To start the
second quarter
the Scots
found them
I i. fir I
selves down 7--
3. On their second possession of the
quarter, the Scots narrowed the Al-
legheny lead another 34-ya- rd
Arnold field goal.
With the score 7-- 6, Allegheny
took over and on their third play of
the drive Gator fullback Bob Kid-
der fumbled and the Scots recovered
at the Allegheny 48 yard line. '
Wooster took over and Jeff Elser
'99 carried the ball most of the drive.
With five carries on the drive, Elser
scored on a 13 yard run, putting the
Scots up 12-- 7. The two-poi- nt con-
version was good, making it a seven
point lead with 4:04 left in the first
half. On the kickoff, the Gators two-dee- p
men fumbled the ball when
they tried to hand it off, and the
Scots recovered with great field po-
sition.
.;"'On the Gator 13-ya- rd line, the
Scots were unable to move the ball,
instead backing up two. yards. The
Allegheny defense had held, and
forced another field goal. Arnold
converted on the 33-ya-rd field goal
with 3:03 left in the half.
AfterAllegheny returned the kick
off to the Wooster 48-ya- rd line, the
heartbreaker
Gators drove 52 yards on nine plays,
narrowing the Scot lead to 17-1- 4 at
: halftime.
On Allegheny's first possession of
the second half, Adamson com-
pleted a pass to wide receiver Jason
Francis for a 30 yard touchdown
reception. The Gators had the lead
; at 21-1- 7. On the next drive, Wooster
drove 80 yards on IS plays and
scored on a one-ya-rd touchdown run
by Elser giving the Scots back the
lead, 24-2-1.
On the second play of the next
Gator drive, Wooster recovered an-
other Allegheny fumble. Taking
over on the Gator 48 yard line, the
Scots had another chance to put
themselves two possessions ahead
of the Gators. With first and goal
from the three yard line, Elser took '
the hand-of-f and was stuffed on two
i ALLEG ' I ZS I Y CC LLT G L
photo by James Koller
The scoreboard said it alt the Scot bid to upset perenniel powerhouse
Allegheny for thefirst time in 10 years was thwarted as the clock showed
zeroes. The war sent the Gator faithful to the cardiac unit in a preview of what
promises to be a bitter rivalryfor many years to come.
consecutive plays.
- On third and goal from the three.
Rich Judd '99 rolled out and passed
to Brandon Good '99 in the corner
of die end zone. The officials ruled
that Good was unable to catch the
ball before it hit the ground. This
forced the Scots to settle for a field
goal which stretched their lead to
,
27-2- 17
At the end of the third quarter the
Scots had finished scoring for the
day, and would have to rely on de-
fense to win the game.
As Allegheny drove deep into
Scot territory and threatened to
score again, Adamson was sacked
and fumbled. Wooster recovered. It
was the fourth fumble forced by the
Scot defense.
- The Scots drove to the Gator 44
yard line, and were forced to punt.
Judd punted the ball deep into
Gator territory, downing the ball
at the three yard line. As momen-
tum seemed to be in the Scots fa-
vor, Allegheny quickly moved the
ball up field. Eventually, they would
drive for the game winning
After the successful extra point,
Allegheny took the lead 28-2- 7. The
Scots tried to conduct a game win-
ning drive, but were stopped short
near midfield. A Rich Judd intercep-
tion ended the Scots' chances.
"The interception was a disap-
pointing finish to a great day for
Judd. Completing 2 l-of- -42 passes,
for 321 yards.
"Rich had a very good game,
Barnes said. "He had one pass
which he would like back, I'm sure,
but he played really welL"
Good also had a spectacular day,
catching 13 passes, setting a school
record, and finishing with 195 yards
receiving. The Scots have relied on
the rushing game throughout the
season, but were held to 103 yards'
rushing, led by Elser's 60 yards.
The Scots were also hit with sev--r
.
era! critical injuries in the
game. Will
Schober '00
entered the
game as the
NCAC's sec-
ond leading
rusher but was
sidelined by a
pulled ham-
string. All-NCA- C
defen-
sive lineman
Jason Legg
'98 was forced
to watch most
of the game
after spraining
his knee early
in the game.
And return
specialist Seth
Mastrine '01
was hampered
by a leg injury.
"Our offensive line did not give
the push that we needed to be more
successful with the run game,"
Barnes said. Defensively the
Scots struggled to contain
Adamson and Mormino. The
Gators racked up 448 yards, while
the Scots amassed 424 yards.
Mormino carried the ball 27 times
for 1 14 yards, and Adamson threw
for 259 yards.
"There wasn't anything I could
say to comfort the guys," Barnes
said. "I just told them to count their
blessings and be ready to bounce
back next week." The Scots need
to be ready to face a Kenyon team
that visits on Saturday at 1:30 p.m.
Kenyon is coming o.i victory overCase Western Rc '
.
The loss
drops the Scots to 5- -. 1 NCAC)
and into second place tie in the
NCAC.
"The season still presents itself
with opportunities,'' Barnes said.
"We still control our own destiny.
If you hold to our principles, at some
point we'll be able to be called
champions."
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Bi'to Zuberi '99 smashes the ballduring
RyanClakk
The Lady Scot field hockey team
played two very exciting games this
past weekend. Friday, the women
played Houghton at home on the
Cindy Barr Memorial Field.- - Both
teams played well throughout the
game.- - Wooster started off strong,
scoring several minutes into the
game. Laurie Snyder '98 scored the,
team's first goal at the 27:13 mark in
the first half. This goal. Snyder's first
of the season, marks the significant
contribution she has made to the team
Qvcr the past four years.
Later in the first half Houghton
tied the game, scoring shortly after
a penalty corner shot. Ten minutes
.
later, Houghton snuck one more
ball past Wooster goalie. Melissa
Goodwin 01. At the half,
Houghton led Wooster 2-- 1. In the
second half Wooster'evened the
score once again with a goal by
Marissa Moore '00 with 23:15 left
to play in the game. Unfortunately,
Houghton managed to score two
more times in the half. With less
than a minute left to play, Wooster
scored the final goal of the game.
Unfortunately,: despite"thVLadyVj
Scots strong effort, the final score
was 4-- 3 in favor of Houghton.- - 'U ,
. The next morning the Lady Scots ;
Football .
Sat Kenyon (H) 1:30 p.m.
Saturday's triumph against hapless Haverford squad.
.
again took to the home field to chal-len-ge
Denison University for third
: place in the NCAC Wooster en-
tered the game ranked fourth, just
- half a game behind the Denison
squad. The game remained score-
less throughout the first half which
was marked by skilled, intense play
from both sides. Finally, with only
5:20 left in the half, Meg
McLaughlin '98 scored the first
goal of the game. Wooster played
strong defense but Denison fought
back, scoring the tying goal with
only :32 left to play in the game.'
The game then went into the first
of two fifteen minute overtime pe-
riods. Although neither team actu--.
ally scored during the firstovertime,
period, Moore came very close.
. With a minute and half left to play,.
Moore shot on the Denison goaL
The ball went in and Wooster cel-
ebrated momentarily until the ref-
eree called the goal back on a tech-
nicality. The call was disputed by
the Wooster coaches and players
but eventually stood.: - : .
The teams then played for fif-
teen more scoreless minutes before
entering a tie:breaking procedure
knownin field hockey as "strokes.
During strokes each team selects
five players who each are allowed
to take one shot on the opposing
Women's Soccer
Sat. DepauwH) 12 p.m.
Wed. Allegheny (A) 3 pan.
.
.
goaltender. The team with the most
' goals after all ten playerfhave shot
wins. Wooster chose Heather
Heitsenrether- - '98, Amanda
Bernardon 01, McLaughlin,
Moore, and Jaime DiFabrizio '98 to
shoot. Heitsenrether and Bernardon
both narrowly missed shots to the
. right corner of the goal and
v Goodwin - skillfully blocked
Denison's first three attempts.
.
McLaughlin then took her turn and
scored the first goal. However,
Denison responded quickly, scoring
- on the next shot. Denison goalie
then blocked the shot of Wooster's
top-scor- er, Moore. Goodwin saved
, Denison's final attempt, holding the
. competition, to a' tie- - at 1-- U
DiFabrizio was the final player to
step up to the line. With what was a
. nearly perfect shot to the far left
- comer, DiFabrizio scored the game-winni- ng
goal. The final score stood
at 2-- 1, Wooster.
With this wjn, theLady Scots
improved their record to 7-- 4 in the
NCAC and ? overall. Look for
more exciting field hockey acti6n as
f the Lady Scots take on Earlham at
' ; 1 p.m. at home this Saturday. Good
; Luck to the Lady Scot field hockey
' team as they finish out their regular
- season and gear up for their NCAC
playoff run. .
Men 's Soccer .
Sut. Hiram (H)2 p.m.
l,.'cd. Allegheny (H) 3 p.m.
Wooster'sstingy defense triumphs in debut
James W. Koller ;
In the debut ofcollegiate cricket on
: Wooster turf. The College ofWooster
" cricket team digested Haverford for a
-- snack on their way to snagging the,
Robert G. Wilder Cup;
. v i
; The match was filled with pomp
I - and circumstance, as it followed the
dedication ofEbert, being visited by "
' President Hales and members of the
Board ofTrustees. : - - i :
Once action got underway, it was
- the Scots taking control in their
.
spanking new sweaters. The Scot
bats were prepared to repay last
.year's narrow defeat in Pa and they
- smashed their way to 157 runsv- -
'-
-. The Man of the Match was the '
skipper Asghar Hussain '98 with an
all round performance of 33 runs
and two wickets for 13 runs, foll-
owed by Vikas Malhotra '98 with
Eadv soccers
Luke Lindberg .
.
:
- ; V? -
. ; The Lady Scot soccer team faced
some tough competition this week,
splitting the two games that they
played. They faced Calvin College
at home on Wednesday and dropped
a close 2-- 0 decision. This was the
first time that the Lady Scots had
lost in a shutout decision in quite a
while. However, the Lady Scots re-
deemed themselves on Saturday,
beating NCAC rival Wittenberg by
a shutout score of 1-- 0. "
The Calvin College game was one
of the most closely competitive
games in recent Wooster memory.
The whole team played well, espe-
cially the veterans, such as Melissa
Eging '98. Chaya Cashin '99, and
Annie Gillespie '98, who has really
come on of late.
.
Eging's tough play highlighted
the Calvin game, as she ate the
Calvin midfield for breakfast.
Knocking their players all over the
field, Eging really showed her im-
portance to the Wooster women's
soccer program. In her final year,
she has proven why she deserves an
all-NC- AC nod after the season is
concluded.
Despite the efforts of Eging and
the remainder of the Scot lineup,'
however, Calvin managed to eke out
Volleyball
Sat. Case Resen t (II) 11 a.m.
SaL EarViam ('' 3 p.m.
1 Dcr.izoi. f . ; 7 p.m.
- 26 runs. r All the Scots performed,
well, even the wicket keeper Anant
, Padmanabhan '99 who failed to
r score a single run, but scored in the
hearts of all the Wooster faithfuL
; Padmanabhan performed well as :
f the overseer of the defense, as the
Scots swarmed the field, holding
". Haverford to alow 48 runs in 16 overs.
The agile and well-oile- d Desis were
a force to be reckoned with, as they
bowled a superb match. The spinners
'. Nadir Azim '99 and Fahd Mehmood
99 bowled well in tandem and took
two wickets apiece. Danyaal Hasan
01 took the most wickets for Wooster
.
with three wickets giving only 15 runs
-- m his four overs.- - ; ;
The Wilder Cup is now Wooster's,
as last year's bitter loss has been
avenged and the Scots are rulers of .
the cricket universe for their 15 min
utes of fame. - . r
mlts1L
a 2-- 0 victory. The Scots didn't let it
get them down, however, as they
beat Wittenberg three days later in
Springfield. This was a great road
victory for the Lady Scots, as they
improved their overall NCAC
record. Eging had the Lady Scots
lone goal and Cashin assisted, as
they both added to their point totals
for the season. The goal was nicely
set up and the Lady Scots, after put
ting the ball in the back of the net,
had secured a heartfelt 1- -0 win.
On the year, Eging leads the team,
' with 22 overall registered points,
with her combination of goals and
assists. Cashin and Gillespie closely
follow. Emily Cole '01 is also close
behind. .
The Lady Scots begin their final
week ofregular season play against
DePauw on Saturday, which will be
one of the athletic highlights ofpar-
ents weekend. A visit to Allegheny
on Saturday at 3 p.m. is another key
match-u- p. A home date with
Farlham on Nov. 1 will complete the
Lady Scots regular season schedule.
We here at The Wooster Voice cer-
tainly wish the Lady Scots the best
as they finish up the 1997 season. I
also hope to see everyone out at both
the men's and women's games on
Saturday afternoon. Go Lady .
Scots!!
Field Hockey '
r.urs. Slippery Hock (A) 3:2 J p.m.
5 t. Carll.nn (U) 1 p...u
